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PREFACE 

The ?bus~ of hard ntlr,'otics (heroin and cocaine) has risen sharply in recent years and coping with this problem has 
h~l'lll1l,C :10 Imp?rtan~ responsibility of law enforcement agencies. In order to assist thes~ agencies in adequately carrying 

d
out 

this m,'reasmgly Importunt responsibility, methods have been developed for the training and use of narcotic detector 
ogs. 

, Several adva~tages are inherent in the use of dogs to detect narcotics. First, dogs can detect faint odors from nar
cotic substances Whlc? are actually considered odorless to humans. Second, they can be trained to detect and respond to 
~~re than on~ narcotic subst,ance .. Thi.rd, they can be trained to search an area more quickly and efficiently'than a man. 
. d fourth, smc~ the dog rehes primarily on odor cues, it can detect narcotics in boxtls baggage and in other places of 

visual concealment and can make the dlltection without having the package opened or ~therwise'dismantled, 

, Co~sidering these adVantages, it is obvious that a good detector dog and a well trained' handler can sear~h for 'nar
,'otl,'S ra.pldl~ and efficiently. A detector dog can be a valuable asset in narcotic detector work and this manual is designed 
to des,'rtbe 10 a step by step fa 'h' h t . d . 

, S lon, ow 0 tram ogs to effectively search out and r~spond, to hard nar<;otics. 

Addiction of Dogs to Drugs 

The question has been raised concerning' addiction of dogs trained to detect hard narcotics. There is no evidence to 
su~port the l'onte~tion that narcotic detector dogs become, or even run the risk of becoming, addicted to the narcotics 
which they are tramed to detect, In fact, all the evidence is to the contrary. . 

, . At no time during the training of the narcotic detector dog does the animal come into physic~l contact with the nar
cotic agents. All substances are packaged prior to being utilized as training samples and the manner in which the narcotic 
sample~ a.re packaged, described in this manual, precludes the possibility of particle; being expelled into the atmosphere 
~~; trammg procedu~e dis~u~sed in this manual does not encourage the animal's attacking or otherwise attempting to "~et 

, the samples used 10 trammg, consequently, the only contact the dog has with the narcotic sample is the odor associated 
with the sample package. 

Several dogs have already been trained to the narcotics discussed in this,manual. Althollgh the question of whether 
~o dog can or ,cann?t b~ a~dic.ted to one or the other of the narcotic agents'has n~t be'en answered, there have been no'behav
w ral or ~hYSlOloglcal ~ndlcatlons that any of these animals were in any way affected by the narcotic agents to which they 
, ere tram~d. No pupillary changes have, been observed, nor were there any discernible behavioral or physiological changes 
tn any of these dogs following training or between these dogs and other dogs trained to detect non-narcotic agents. 

. ,The behaviors expected in animals which ingest or become addicted to a narcotic agent, such as lethargy or other-
wise d~srupted ~otor beh~vior, have nO,t been noted. No dog has attempted to ingest or otherwise assimilate any of the 
narcotic agents, 10 fac.t qUlle the opposite has been true. All dogs upon detection of the narcotic agent very quickly turn 
away from the narcotic sample and toward the handler for food reward. 

.. -
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I. INTRODUCTION 

The purpose of this manvi,ll! is to present in a step by step manner a training procedure which has been demonstrated 
to be an effective method for training dogs to detect narcotics. It should be emphasized that the entire manual should be 
thoroughly understood before any training is begun. 

No special equipment is needed to train the dog to detect marihuana, hashish, or opium. There is special equipment 
necessary when working with cocaine and,heroin. No training with these two narcotics should be attempted until all the 
equipment has been set up and is working properly. . 

Two persons wili be required to properly train a narcotic detector dog. Both persons will serve as trainer and handler. 
Although two persons are required to train one dog, these two persons could easily train two, three, or more dogs. 

A. Selection of Dogs 

The most important factor in beginning a detector dog project is the correct selection of dogs for the project. 
Although there has been no conclusive demonstration that any particular breed of dog is best suited for detection work, 
the Canine Bchavior Laboratory of the University of Maryland recommends German shepherds and Laborador retrievers 
as breeds having a good combination of sensory capacities and good temperament. 

This manual is based on procedures developed during the training of dogs to detect odors from narcotic materials. 
Three dogs were selected from a group of seven to complete thc narcotic detector training. One male German shepherd, one 
male black Labrador retriever, and one male golden Labrador retriever were selected. Each of these dogs was equally suc
cessful in completing the detect()r training, which suggests that a dog's individual temperature is more important as a selec
tion criterion than the breed, itself. 

There is evidence to suggest that a dog which has already demonstrated itself as a working dog could be utilized in 
detection training with a considerable savings in time and money. The working police dog and the military working dog are 
two prime candidates for this training. 

Every dog selected for narcotic detection training should meet certain physical and temperamental stan.dards. The 
following is a list of these standards. 

1. Phvsical Standards 

The selected dog should 

• Be free of distemper, infectious canine hepatitis, leptospirosis, mange, heart worms, rabies, ectoparasite 
infestation, or other health conditions deemed unlicceptable by a veterinarian, 

• Have no greater than Grade I hip displasia, either judged clinically or by X-rays, 

• Have completed a standard immunization series against disease, and 

• Be fully grown. 

2. Temperamental and Behavioral Standards 

The selected dog should also 

• Give evidence of inquisitiveness, with a desire to explore the environment, especially, an apparent 
interest in odors as evidenced by sniffing of new objects, 

• Be neither overly aggressive nor shy of people, 

• Be highly interested in food, an "eager eater," and 

• Be responsive around people. 

Most reputable dog breeders will agree to sell a dog conditionally, and, if possible, a dog should be purchased 
with the condition that it could be returned after a 100day observatio~ period if it does not meet all physic~ and te~pera
mental standards. During the observation period, a qualified veterinarian should examine the dog to determ~ne that It meets 
required physical standards, and a trainer should determine that the dog meets the necessary temperamental standards. 

, 



Simple observatiun ttsts can be used to determine if a dog is potentially temperamentally suitable for training. 
By taking tilt! dog into a new environment, a trainer can observe whether or not the dog is inquisitive. For example, taken 
into a fllUtn in which there arc boxes or containers such as foot and wall lockers, or furniture such as desks and tables, a 
naturally inquisitive dog will move about and examine these objects and, most importantly, it will sniff them. 

Similarly, a dog's timidity and aggressiveness can be checked by taking the dog into a room where two or 
three "strangers" arc present. If the dog proves shy of strangers, or aggressive toward them, it is not a good candidate for 
dettctor dog training. 

Another important observation is whether or not the dog is a hearty eater; this is a good indication that food 

will be a powerful reward. 

A dog in new surroundings may require an adjustment period and should not be judged too quickly. Normally 
the full observation period of 10 days will be needed to determine what a dog's behavior will be like over a more extended 
period. 

In selecting dogs for training, twice as many should be selected as will actually be needed. In this way, the 
training quota can be met even if some of the dogs are rejected during training. If more dogs than are needed successfully 
complete training, the best dogs can be selected to fill the quota. 

B. Rewards and Punishment 

The presentation of rewards or punishment, with dogs as with humans, serves to change the behavior of the anima~. 
When a reward is presented immediately after the dog makes a particular response, the likelihood of that re.SP?nse occ~rrmg 
again is increased-the opposite is true of the administration of punishment. It is easy, then, to see how. certalO behavI?rs 
can be modified so that they are more likely or less likely to occur simply by presenting rewards or pUOlshment followmg 

certain behaviors. 

1. Reward 

When a dog first smells a narcotic, it may sniff it and exhibit curiosity, but the odor has little additional effect 
on its behavior. However, if every time the dog smells a narcotic odor it is given food and put in a sitting position, this 
sitting response is more likely to occur the next time that it detects this odor. The problem here is, o~ co~rse, that the. dog 
does not "understand" that sitting to a narcotic odor is what results in the presentation of food, and It Will probably Sit to 
the odors of many different objects. If the handler does not present the dog with food when it sits to other od~js, the dog 
will learn to discriminate between odors that are followed by food when it sits (certain narcotics) and odors which are not 
followed by food (all other odors). 

At the final stages of training, the dogs will search for the odor of the particular narcotics that result in the. 
delivery of food. The major thing to remember is that the dog will sit in thll presence of a narcotic odor only so long as It 
is given a reward for this behavior. It does not have to have a reward on eve~y tria~, but it does nee~ to have freq~e~t rewards 
when it responds to the correct odor. If the dog works for long periods of time wlthou~ rewa,rd or if the reward IS given at 
the wrong time, the dog's behavior wi!! break down and it will either fail to search or fall to Sit at the correct odor. 

A short discussion of t.he use of punishment should clarify some of the reasons why excessive punishment is 
not the most effective way to train a detector dog, and may, in fact, be harmful to its training. 

2. Punishment 

There are very few times when the use of extreme punishment will best serve to correct the dog for an undesir
able behavior. A stern NO, during or immediately (not later than 3 sec) following the undesired beh~vior, wi~ generally serve 
to reduce the chance of the behavior's reoccurring. It should be emphasized that, generally, no phYSlcal pumshment should 

be given during training sessions. 

Punishment is effective in altering a dog's behavior only when administered following a behavior you do not 

want to occur, for example, if the dog bites someone. 

Effective use of punishment can occur only after a good bond is established between handler and dog. Punish
ment tends to make the dOg more handler-oriented and is especially ineffective for shy dogs. 

If you want the'dog to perform, reward it for doing what you want it t~ do: but never punish the dog for n.ot 
doing it. Not only is punishment ineffective in getting the dog to do something, but It Will cause the dog to fear th~ pumsher 
and the place where it is punished. The effect of fear is to disrupt other behavior which, in many cases, may be deSirable 
behavior. A fearful dog that receives punishme~t while se~ching will not make a good detec~or dog. 
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. . Many traditional dog trainers make ex tensive use of the choke collar as the primary tool in the training of 
dogs tor vanous tasks., Although this practice is not recommended for the training of detector dogs, its effectiveness is 
recognized: The careful and limited usc of the choke collar may be effective with dogs which do not respond to the less 
severe pUOlshments recommended in this manual. 

Specifically, it is recommended that the jerk on the choke collar be used only undeI' the following conditions: 
(1) if the dog bites another animal or a human; (2) if the dog runs away from the handler; (3) if the dog growls at a person 
or another dog. If any of these behaviors requiring the use of the choke collar occurs it is further recommended that a 
professional dog trainer who is thoroughly familiar with the usc of the choke collar c~nduct this training. 

3. Spoken Commands 

Spoken commands, such as GOOD DOG and NO, have no meaning to the dog except in relation to the events 
which follow these commands. If pleasant consequences follow the word GOOD, then eventually the word becomes rewarding 
to the dog. With proper training the word GOOD will continue to be rewarding to the dog even if it is only occasionally 
followed by food and petting. The same is true for NO when used as punishment. Granted a very loud NO may itself be 
punishing because of its startling effect; however, its effectiveness as a punishment results p:imarily from the unpleasant events 
which follow the verbal command. Thus, if a behavior occurs and is immediately followed by the word NO, that particular 
behavior will be less likely to reoccur. If the verbal NO is never followed by some unpleasant event, it will gradually lose its 
effectiveness in controlling the animal's behavior. 

For any other unwanted behaviors, such as sitting when no narcotic odor is present, the NO should be paired 
only with a TIME OUT, a procedure which is described later in this manual. This procedure assures that NO will continue 
to function as an effective means of eliminating unwanted behaviors. It is strongly recommended that NO and the TIME 
OUT procedure be the ollly punishment used during the training of detector dogs, except for the behaviors of runnillg away 
or growling at or biting people or other dogs. 

Remember, the moSt effective way to control the dog's behavior is by rewarding it for desuable behaviurs; you 
may reward it with food, praise, and petting. 

a. Food. When the dog detects a designated odor and sits, it expects to receive food. If the dog sits to some 
other odor, it should not expect to receive food. Therefore, it should receive its reward only when it makes a correct response. 
i.e., when it sits to the odor that it is being trained to detect. Do not give the dog food during the search training except when 
it makes a correct response. 

b. Praise. Praise should accompany food as a reward. The verbal GOOD DOG is given prior to giving food 
to the do!! when it has made a correct response. You will verbally encourage the dog to search and praise it when it is doing a 
goud job of searching. Praise will become more and more effective as a reWard for the dog the longer you work with it. 

c. Pettillg. Praise should be coupled with petting when the dog makes a detection. Petting the dog as it is 
praised is very rewarding to it ~nd will keep it working much in the same way as food does. 

C. Mai<imizing the Effectiveness of Food as a Reward 

The present dog training procedures differ from the traditional Ol\f,!S in that they do not rely on punishment for failure 
III resp(\nd. nor upon the dog's "affection" for the handler (the "one man, one dog" relationship). Petting and praise, although 
administl'rcd for correct responding, arc regarded as auxiliary rewards only, since their effectiveness will vary from dog to dog 
und from handler to handler. The principal reward for a correct response is a pellet of food. 

The procedure to be described will insure that any handler will be able to usc food as a powerful reward for any dog 
thut has met the selection criteria. Moreover, the effectiveness of food will be maintained even when the dog is shifted to a 
':llrnpletely new handler. Any properly trained handler will be able to work any properly trained dog. 

While some dogs are highly rewarded by almost any kind of food, most prefer foods that would be impractical to use 
for routine training purposes. To be suitable for use in training, the reward food should be in the form of dry pellets. These 
arc convenient to carry and to administer and require no refrigeration. To make dry food pellets rewarding to any dog, it is 
only necessary to have the dog hungry. Depriving the dog of food for a period before working may not be sufficient for all 
dogs; many dogs need also to have been on a restricted diet long enough to have lost a certain amount of weight. The following 
procedure, while not essential for every dog, is sufficient to make virtually any dog responsive to dry food pellets: 

(I) Start by giving the dog access to an unlimited quantity of a standard dry dog food once a day. Record the amount 
eaten each day. 

(2) Weigh the dog at the same time daily, preferably at a time prior to the feeding, and make a chart of the weights. 
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(J) When the weight has been stable for approximately I week-neither increasing nor decreasing-take the mean 
for that week as the dog's free-feeding weight. On'the dog's weight chart, draw a horizontal line at the free
feeding weight, and another at 90 percent of this weight. 

(4) Continue feeding unce daily, but limit the amount fed to about 1/2 to 3/4 the average amount eaten previously. 
Supplement the diet with a vitamin-mineral compound. Weigh the dog daily at the same hour as before and 
record the weights on the weight chart. Also record on the weight chart the amount of food b!.ling given each 
day. 

(5) Allow at least 1 month for the weight to reach the terminal (90-percent) level; longer, if convenient. When the 
body weight drops to the 95-percent level, increase the quantity of food by about 20 percent of the previous 
restricted amount. 

lb) After the desired 90-percent body weight level has been reached, begin a procedure of making small adjustments 
in the total food allowance in order to maintain the 90-pereent level. 

Reducing a healthy dog's body weight tu 90 percent or its ad lib weight is well within the safety range. If a 
dog's performance is poor, there can bL! further weight reduction. It is suggested that this be done on a I!ay to 
day basis. That is, if a dog does puorly un a particular day, reduce the daily feeding for that day and sec if the 
motivation level is enhanced on the folluwing day. 

(7) This training program uses PrimeT" pellets as rewards. Determine the quantity of the maintenance food that is 
equivalent to one Prime". pellet, on the basis of the amounts of the two foods that the food packages specify 
for dogs of the same weight. Record the, quantity of PrimeT"given as reinforcement on each day and subtract 
its equivalent from.that day's allowance of the maintenance food. 

General health, resistance to disease, and stamina do not seem to be affected by the weight reduction, butllxceptional 
l:art! should be taken in the prevention or prompt treatment of worms. Since worms cart consume a considerable portion or 
the food eaten, and since the dog will have little food stored in its body, a severe infestation of worms could rapidly produce 
physical trauma. Frequent routine worming and testing for worms is, therefore, even more important than for dogs on 
unrestricted diets. 

For many dogs, this 100percent weight reduction may not be essential for excellent performance, To determine if a 
given dog will work us well at an increased weight, bring the weight up gradually, no more than 2 percent per week, by 
in..:reasing the maintenaOl:e diet. Monitor the dog's performance carefully, especially on the more difficult tasks. If a 
reduction in efficiency or eagerness of search appears, the food allowance should be dropped back to its previous level for 

several days, 

Increasing the dog's weight is hazardous if the dog will later be worked mainly by new handlers. As food becomes 
less rewarding, petting and praise may maintain good searching and detection as long as the familiar handlers work the dog, 
but pelting and praise from the new handlers may pot be effective and the dog's performance may deteriorate. 

Maintaining a dog on a restricted diet during the training period serves to make food more rewarding to the dog, even 
if its overall body weight is returned to normal. Consequently, its body weight can most likely be much more flexible 
following the training program. The vast majority of dogs trained in this manner continue to work very effectively even on 
very liberal feeding schedules. The food given while the dog is working is much more desirable, and therefore much more 
rewarding, than the maintenance food; therefore, the dog will continue to work for the more desirable food. 
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II. BASIC TRAINING PROCEDURES 

A. Preliminary Training 

, Onl'\! a dog has hucn suledcd as a candidate for narcotic detection training, the trainer should become acquainted 
w~th the dllg, Preliminary training shlluld begin during the "get acquainted" sessions. In the initial training phase, th6 dog 
W1111~arn t~l come tll the handler on command. In addition to being taught this behavior, the dog will also be taught the 
IIIcanmg ot GOOD DOl; and NO, These two commands will become meaningful to the dog through the pairing of these 
~ommunds with rewards and punishment. Food will be used as the primary reward and isolation (TIME OUT) will be used 
us the primary punishment. 

I n,itially , the dog should not be required to make any specific response to receive the food reward. All the trainer 
must do I~ tll be .'ertain th,at there,is a close temporal relationship between the time the trainer says GOOD DOG and pre
sents the looe:! reward. It IS essenttal,that the presentation of the food reward come after the verbal GOOD DOG. How
~vet, the time ~\'hich elapses between GOOD DOG and the presentation of food should not exceed 3 sec. If the dog engages 
m son~c undeStra~le beha~ior during this initial training phase, the trainer should say NO and immediately isolate the dog 
(T~M,I'. OllT). It IS e,ssentlal ~hat the ~erbal command NO be given at the time the unwanted behavior is occurring, This 
trulntng should contmue until the tramer feels the dog is beginning to learn that GOOD DOG means it is about to receive 
food and NO means it has done something wrong and will be isolated. 

The following is a simple diagram of the essential behavioral components presented in this initial training phase, 

GOOD DOC ---- (3 sec max) ~ Food 

Unwanted Behavior 
NO --------')~TimeOut , . 

/

'\0 GOOD DOG __ ..:(.;;.3..:.se;:.:c;...;m.:..:a::.:x;.:.) __ ~) Food 

(C~ 
~o~ 

COME b 
a&' 

. <i>""s 
<'lIeq;. 

NO -----------,..~> Time Out 

During all training exercises praise and petting should accompany food as a reward. No praise or petting should be 
given during the time the dog is being punished. 

B. Initial Olfactory Training 

1. Making the Training Odor Rewarding 

Once the dog has learned the meaning of the verbal command COME, and the sounds GOOD DOG and NO 
have been established as secondary reinforcers, the dog is ready to begin the first phaGe of olfactory training. The goal in 
this first phase is to establish the training odor hexachloroethane, hereinafter referred to as Hex, as a reward. The dog will 
begin to salivate and perhaps wag Its tail when the odor is presented-the odor becomes a signal that food and praise are to 
follow. The result of this conditioning procedUre is to make reception of the odor rewarding for the animal. During the 
first phase of training, the dog is not required to do anything to receive the reward. The association between the odor and 
food and praise will be established simply through repeatedly letting the dog smell the odor and then immediately giving 
food and praise. 

2. Training Procedure 

a. Materials, The materials used In this phase of training are: (1) six identical screw-top 4-oz. glass jars, 
each with a 1/4-ln. hole in the cap i (2) for each jar, a l-in.-dlameter wooden dowel, 36 in. long, on which to mount the jar; 
and (3) approximately 1 level teaspOil~ !)S the training odor (Hex) for each S+ jar, Tho following discussion will use the 
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d S '11 'I' 'r tu tho uhsllnco of that udur. S also rofers symbul S+ til refer to the presence or. thc 1.ldor to be detectehd an. b ~I .. re ~sed in this 'context throughout this manual. 
tIl any lldm uthcr thun those the dog IS tramed to detect. T ese sym 0 s are . 

, .. d t d 'tllct odorous materials, one or which is b Preparation. There are several problems m trammg a og ll. II . d d' t b ,. S+ The various 
. . . S d t . lace or object that IS not mten COil an . 

"l'lllllllminatiun," i.e., any 1111splaeement ot an + 0 or ~ a p d I Id' me into contact with any material to which the 
S+ odms must be kept isolated from each other, a.nd no :- ~ or s IOU, cO

for 
contamination, since dogs are capable of 

dug. may subsllquently be e)(posed. Extreme ca~e IS essential In controih~g w In controlling contamination is: always handle 
detecting incredibly SlTlall intensities M ~uny odors. The best ru~e to h 0 n~led the S+ material Is contaminated; that is, there 
the S+ udor last, and assume that anything you touch after you ave a 
IS enough of the S+ odor on the handled objoct for the dog to detect. 

.. .. . t I ce to store each S+ material. This must be a 
Before olfactory training beginS, secure a separa epa . I'h Id confine himself to the area 

. ed A rs n who handles an S+ matena s ou . 
place til which tho dog will never be expos • ny P~I 0 h d h" h nds All materials which are put into .the deSignated 
designated for tha~ partiCUlar St. until ~e dha

.
s
, th~~o~~h y :a~e~t i~Sth: are~, thoroughly cleaned, or destroyed. 

area arc then conSidered contaminated an s IOU el er e . 

. I d Lat in working with several S+ During this initi.al training, ~me S+ odor (Hex) Will beemp oye. er, 
odors. a separate plal~e to store each of the S+ materials will be needed. 

. .. h dl the S- before the S+ stimuli, never in the reverse 
In prepanng the S+ and S- stl~uh, always a~ t e.. Failure to follow this ruie is the most frequent 

urdcr. This is \l basic rule and must. b~ ~?scrve~ ~urmg all ~h~ses 0 • ralnmg. to secure a separate place to store each S+ 
!:ause of contamination. During thiS mltlal trammg p~ase,. It IS re~:t~~~y I:::~ay to go about preparing the S+ and S _. stirn
material and thus help control the problem of contammahon. T. I Pd th n load two of the jars with Hex. The same in
uli to be used in Phase I is to attach six identica~ jars.~ach to ~ do~e an 'll:e different human odors associated with the S+ 
dividual should make up both the S+ and S- stlmuh, otherWise, t ere WI . 
and S - stimuli. 

. d I wash your hanQs anQ arms thoroughly before 
After coming into contact with any S+ 0 ,or: a ways ttl addition change clothes if convenient. 

handling any objects with which the dog will subsequently come mto con ac. n , 

. . f t h 'es The first phase can, if 
c. Training. The initial olfaction tra~ning pro~ed~~c:I~~~en!~~c~en;; :Una~i;h two persons. 

nc!:cssary, be conducted by one person. The second p ase can e 

. . Ph I the dog should be tethered and the The mechanics of this procedure are stmightforv.:ard .. DUring ase . t Iy 10 to IS ft away from 
. h d f m where all stlmuh are kept, approXlma e .. 

S+ and S- stimuli brought one at a time to t C og ro S ' I nder the dog's nose As the dog breathes. it Will 

the dog. A single trial consists of placing eit~er ~he S+ or - sllm
h 

udus ~ se and the hamiler then says GOOD DOG and 
d 0 S+ trials the Jar IS placed under t e og s no , . I 

rl!ceive the S+ or S- 0 or. n .. . d Th . food or petting given on these S- tna s. feeds and pets the dog. On S- trials the Jar IS Simply remove. ere IS no 

. . removal of S- the handler turns, moves to the 
Following presentation of S+ and rell1lorcemen~ or t' Ius for the next trial. If an additional person 

. I' k t d obtains the appropriate s Imu h 
place where the S+ and S- stlmu I are ep, an St' I d can record each trial on a data sheet. Ot er-
is available, he can tell the handler whehther th;'tt~ial ~s :~h::~~t~ia~a:~am:~k the data sheet. 
wise the handler himself should note t e con I Ion 0 

, . . Phase I is one of a random alteration with progressively 
The schedule of S+ and S- presentatlo,ns du.n:g r f two S+ stimuli for each S- and progresses 

fewer S+ in relation to S- presentations. The schedule begms Wit a ra 100 

through a ratio ~f 10 S- stimuli for each St. 

There are four blocks of trials at each ratio. This schedu!e resultSf~144 reinforcements in 197 trials. 
Broken down, the number of reinforcements and number of trials at each ratio are as 0 ows. 

No. of S-
No. of Ratio No.ofS+ Trials· 

8 4 12 2-1 
4 4 8 1-1 
4 8 12 1-2 
4 16 20 14 
4 20 24 1-5 
4 24 28 1-6 
4 28 32 1-7 
4 32 36 1-8 
4 36 40 1-9 -

44 152 196 
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Uata sheets Nos. lund 2 are shown on thu followinll pages, one of which (No. I) has been filled in and 
l'an \.Il' used as tho schudulll tu follow. The trials in Phase I can be given in I day or can be spread over 2 days. It is suggested 
that. if half the trials are given on each of two separate days, on the first day the ratios 2: I through 1:4 should be conducted 
and UII thll sccond day the ratio 1:4 shOUld bll repeated, follOWed by the progression through 1:9. 

The procedure In Phase II is almost Identical to that of Phase I i the only difference is that instead of 
bringing the S+ or S- jar and dowel to the dog, as was the case in Phase I, the handler walks the dog to the dowel and jar 
assembly. which is held horizontally by a second person. During Phase II the person not handling the dog will change the 
S+ lind S-, stimuli, keep the data sheet, and inform the handler of the condition of each trial. The same schedule is followed 
in Phase 11 as was followed In Phase I. 

3. Data Sheets 

The data sheets should be mp.:Ie out before beginning the training session and should follow the general format 
of the sal;·I:Jle data sheets. The schedule of reinforcements proceeds across the page from left to right, goin.~ from one ratio 
to the next. A plus (+) in a colUmn means that on that trial an S+ stimulus should be presented to the dog and the dog 
should bl) rewarded. A minus (-) in a column means that an S- stimulus should be presented and the dog should not be 
rewarded. As each trial is completed, It should be checked off in the box below the (+) or (_) designations. In this way, 
one can be sure that he completes the training according to the schedule. The complete schedule is shown in the sample 
data sheets on the following pages and in Appendix A. A partially completed data sheet is shown in the first sample sheet. 
As can be seen, forty trials have been run. The dog has received 19 (+) trials on which it received food and praise and 21 (_) 
trials where there was no reward. The schedule given here should be used in both Phase I and Phase II. 

C. Simple Discrimination Training 

Once Phases I and II of initial olfactory training have been completed, four-choice discrimination' training should be
gin. Discrimination training means training in which the dog will be required to make a distinction between the S+ and S
stimuli. DUring this phase, the dog will learn to sniff the jars and to sit when it sniffs the S+ jar. To insure control of the 
dog·'s movements, this phase of training may be conducted with the dog on-leash. This training can be conducted inside a 
building or, if there are no strong wind currents, it can be conducted outside. The materials used in this training will be 
three S - jars and one S + jar, identical to those used in initial olfactory training. These jars are placed in four positions: 
north, we.t, south, alld east (see diagram below). 

N 
S+ 

. W S-----t----8_ E 

8-
8 

This diagram represents the physical plan used to conduct four-choice discrimination training. The S+ jar begins in 
the north (N) position and the S- jars in the west, south, and east positions. 

There should be approximately 8 ft between the jar in the N posi~lon and the jar in the S position, and a like distance 
between the jars in the E and W positions. The positions of the S+ and S- stimuli are change!! on each trial. Thus, if the 
S+ is in the N position on one trial, it wlll be changed to another position on the subsequent trial. This training should be 
continued until the dog reliably sits after it sniffs the S+ jar and does not make a sit response to the S- jars. 

1. Initial Discrimination Training 

In the initial discrimination training trials, the dog will only be required to sniff the S+ jar to get the reward. 
Timing is very important here. At the instant the dog sniffs the S+ jar, the handler immediately says GOOD DOG ilnd 
gives the dog the food reward. The training should begin with only the S+ jar for a few trials. As soon as the dog has 
learned to sniff the S+ jar, one S- jar should be added. Then, after the dog has received several trials with the two stim
uli, add the third and fourth jars. 

After the dog has been run through several trials in the four-cholce discrimination task, it will begin to alert 
after it sniffs the S+ jar. Once this alerting behavior is noticeable, the sit response to the S+ stimuli should be added. 

When the dog sniffs the S+ jar, the handler says GOOD DOG and, at the same time, gently pushes down on 
the dog's hips with his left hand; with the right hand, he puts the food in the dOli'S mouth and lIently pushes the dog's nose 
and mouth backward. 
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DATA SHEETS . INITIAL OLFACTORY' TRAINING 

Experlmenl: 
Experimenl: SCHEDULE: ASSOCIATION OF S+ WITH REWARD E(s): 

Trainer (5): Dale(s) Timc(s): 

Daln (5): Dog: 
NUles: 

Raliu S+ • S . (conllnued) 
NOles: 

1-b + + 
Ralio S+ S 

~ + + ,'- + + + + + + 

1 .• I + + + + + 
---- ,., ..... -... -

1 - 7 L + + 

1 ~ + + + + 

+ 

1 3 + + + 
I-I! + 

+ + 
I ,-, 

.: 4 + + + 

1-9 + 
... 

+ + 
'1", 

+ + 

1 - 5 + + 
.r 
If-

+ 

+ + 
+ 

1 . 6 + + 

Dala Sheel No.2 

Dala Sheel No. I 
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After a ft:w trials, tht: physical cues should gradually be reduced until the dog is sitting to the S+ without 
bo:ing prompted by the ttil'ldler in any way. 

There are responses other thun tht: sit response which can be used by the dog to indicate the presence of con
traband. A dog can be trained 10 paw the objoct in which contraband is hidden. Other responses such as barking or attack
ing could also be used to indicate the presence of contraband. However. it would appear that the advantages of the sit 
r~spllns~ outweigh the disadvantages more than any of these alternate responses. One advantage is the relative ease iii teach
ing the dog this response; many dogs learn this response in unly a couple of sessions. 

Another major advantutle of the sit response is that it does not encourage the dog to come into physical con
tact with the narcotic materials used dUring training. This eliminates the possibility of the dog ingesting these materials. 
If the dog comes into phy,.cal contact with the materials, there may be undesirable physiological reactions. Also, training 
aids could not be reused after the dog had come into physical contact with the material, because the sample would then 
have the odor of the dog and the dog would learn to search for this odor instead of the odor of the contraband material. 

In uddition. the dog is learning the odor di~crimination at the same time it is learning the sit 'response; thus no 
additional training time is spent in shaping the response. It would appear that the only disadvantage of this response would 
b~ in situations in which it would be difficult or impossible (or the dog to physically sit such as working in an automobile 
or other confined area. It is felt that, in such situations, the handler can easily "read the alert" of the dog. 

No two dogs will learn at the same rate; thus all training must be programmed to suit each individual dog. The 
~ntir~ training program is based on the gradual assimilation of new behaviors which can only be learned if the dog has mas
lercd the previous task, If a dog is slow in learning a particular task, it is essential that it be given additional practice at this 
task befure it is introduced to tite next training task. If a dog is pushed into new learning situations before it has mastered 
a more elementary one, it probably will not be able to learn the new task. Do not make the mistake of rushing the dog. Be 
certain it has mastered one task before moving to the next. Anytime the dog is performing poorly, it is essential to revert 
tll a simpler task; once it is performing well, gradually progress to the more complex task. If the dog continues to perform 
puorly on the simpler task, training should be temporarily disGontinued until the cause of the problem can be determined 
and a solution found. 

a. Search Command. It is desirable to have the dog search on command. Upon entering the area to be 
searched. the dog should be given the command SEARCH. 

There will be times when the dog will be required to search some particular area or object within the 
g(:neral area being searched. In these instances, the handler should move to the area, or object, get the dog's attention, indi
cate the object by moving his fingers to the object, alnd give the search command. 

To insure the dog's prompt response to the search command, some rather careful training will have to 
be given, This training should begin as early as possible, preferably during the first stages of the four-choice discrimination 
task. The dog must learn that when an area or object is .indicated and the search command is given, it is more likely to 
dete.;t an S+ odor than if it ignore. the command. In order to establish and maintain this "search-find-reward" association, 
systematic conditioning of this association throughout training is necessary. 

Establishing the association between the verbal command SEARCH and the increased likelihood of 
finding an S+ during the initial trials of the four-choice discrimination task will facilitate more rapid learning of the dis
crimination task, and, in addition, will establish the search command as a signal for the dog to search more vigorously, 

In order for the dog to learn to search more vigorously when the search command is given, the han
dler will have to give the dog the command just prior to making a detection. Begin by givhig the command prior to the 
detection of the S+ on every trial. After several trials in which the search command is given on every trial, the command 
is then given on progressively fewer trials. The ratio schedule followed in initial olfactory training is a good schedule to 
follow in programming the trials on which the dog receives the search command. 

In following this schedule, the dog should be given the search command just prior to S+ detection 
on each trial where there is a (+) recorded. On trials where there is a (-) recorded, the dog receives no verbal command. 
As the schedule indicates, the search command is given on trials 1,2,4,6,8,9,11,12, and so forth. Following this 
schedule results in fewer and fewer trials in which the search command is given. 

If the search command were given just before the dog sniffs the S+, and at no other time, the dog 
would soon learn that any time it hears the search command and sits, it will be rewarded. To insure that this behavior 
does not develop, the search command should be given just before the dog sniffs the S- stimuli on some trials. The per
centage of times it is given to S- should be increased gradually. 

The systematic presentation of the command SEARCH outlined above will result in the dog's learning to 
search more vigorously when the search command is given, but the dog will continue to rely on the sense of smell in making 
the distinction between S+ and S-. 
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b. False Sits. There will be occasions whe h d " 
~rror which is referred to in this manual as a "false "t "I t~ t; og Wl,ll Sit, whe~e then: is no S+ present. This is an 
Jar. If the dog sits to one of the S- jars this is a fal:~ ~It. n e our-chOice situations there are three S- jars and one S+ 

, The question is, What do you d 'f th d . 
sible ":ays to deal with this type of error, the best o~:rall e" og s~ts to one of,t~e S- stimuli? While there are various pos
remOVing the dog from the vicinity of the S+ and 'M_ 'I' 'II~ to ,give the con~ltlOn~d negative reinforcer NO followed by 
thret:. or four-choice discrimination task the d :s s 1m: I. "?r example, If during discrimination trainini. in the two 
mal tone and take the dog back to the st~rtin og ~p,proac es, smffs the S-, and sits, the handler should say NO in a no;
rt:ct response. In most cases, this correction :r:~:~~on. ~Io not pet or otherwise praise the dog Until it has made a cor
false sits in this sitUation, it is most likely th t 't h re WI suffice to el~minate false sits. If the dog continues to make 
the association between the S+ odor and th a ,It as not made the association between the odor and the sit response If 
f) d 'th e Sl response apparently has not b d . 
• 0 WI out requiring the dog to sil That is wh th d een ma e, revert back to giving praise and 
ele~entary stage of training and work ba~k u~ to ~~ e, ~g s~arts thO ma~e systema~lc or frequent errors, return to a more 
walt until the undesired behavior has become ~'h ,e Pborln Were t e deSIred behaVior started to break down Do not 
will d c rome e ore backing up Always b k • 

respon successfully; then, after a period of c' ' . ac up enough to insure that the dog 
gradually toward the desired goal. orrect responding at the more elementary level, continue to move 

2, Six·Choice Discrimination Training 

Once a dog has learned the four-choice discrimi ,t' k ( 
entire session), the next step in training is the standard SI'X 'hn~ 10d~ ta~ ,IO~ percent correct responses for at least one 

-c olce IScnmmatlon task. 

, The apparu tUs is shown in Figure 1. It should be set u in an ' , 
wmd currents. Two trainers are necessary to conduct six-choi' d' P, , I,nclosed,area where there are no noticeable 
The programmer will change the S+ and S- stimu!' d k c~ ISCnmmatlon seSSIons, a programmer and a handler. 
rewards for correct responses. I an eep t e data. The handler will handle the dog and administer 

." , There are six phases of training which should be com leted w' h' " 
cnmlnatlOn task before any attempt is made to wo k 'th' ' P It th,e training odor (Hex) m the SiX-choice dis-

r WI narcotic odors. The SIX phases are as follows: 

(1) Acclimation. 

(2) S- odors added to empty jars. 

(3) 

(4) 

(5) 

Delay in reward training. 

(a) Primary (food), 
(b) Secondary (praise), 

(c) Primary and secondary (food and praise). 

Handier'S knowledge of the position of the S+ eliminated. 

Off-leaSh training. 

(6) Sensitivity training. 

These steps should be taken one at a time and performance sho Id ' 
at each step before the next step .is taken. . u apprOXlmate a 100 percent correct response 

Step I. Acclimation. Acclimation bridges the gap from sim Ie four-ch' , " , 
and procedUre. Two adjoining rooms should be used. One room w'U h p Olce dlscnmlnatlon to the new apparatus 
to keep the dog between trials. The dog is run on-leash in the fir t ;, o~se th~ ap~a~atus and the second room will be used 

sour s eps 0 trammg and off-leash during the last two steps. 

The handler will bring the dog into the room and ive th h 
six .ia~s. Before the dog examines th'l jars, the programmer will ~ell th: ~:~~~e co~mand., ~e will then lead ~he dog to the 
This IS done so that reward or correction can be given immedl'atel ft th r which POSItion the S+ occupies on each trial. 

y a er e responses. 

Correct Response, If the dog comes into the room n'ff th' d . 
to the S+ jar, it should receive food, petting, and praise and then sh uld ~ It sk erJars, oes not Sit to th~ S- jars, and sits 

o e a en rom the room to await the next trial. 

Incorrect Responses. If the dog sits to one of the S t' r h" .' 
the trial. If the dog sniffs one of the S _ stimuli and starts to sit the han~ls Imu I, t IS IS an \nco~rect re~ponse and terminates 
from the room. There should ~?no food or praise given until the d k

er 
should say NO and Immediately remove the dog 

above kind of error is a false sit. og ma es a correct response on a subsequent trial. The 
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Apparatus for Six-Choice Discrimination Training. The enclosed area 
represents a room in which therll are four 4-ft 2 X 4 's. Three holes, 
large enough that the 4-oz jars fit into them easily, are bored about 
22 in. apart in each board, and are numbered 1 through 12. In the 
diagram there are jars in holes Nos. 2, 3, 5, B, 10, and 12. There is 
always one S+ jar and five S- jars present on each trial. 

Another type error is a failure to sit when the S+ stimuli has been sampled. There is no correction for 
this error. The dog is simply redirected to all stimuli. 

If either of these errors persist, revert to an easier task. In this case, if the dog continues to make errors, 
reVert to the procedure used to establish the sit response to the ~+ jar in the four-choice situation, except continue to use 
th.e six·choice discrimination apparatus. 

The programmer will move the St and S- stimuli to new positions on each trial. He will tell the han
dler the new position of the S+ on each trial and keep the data sheets. 

In addition to the dog's becoming familiar witlt the new apparatus, this initial training step will allow, 
both the handler and programmer to become familiar with the procedure and the data co\lecting. 

Step 2. Introduction of s- Odors. Once the dog can. discriminate the S+ fro,:" the f~ve empty jars,. other odor
ous materials should be put into the empty jars. The purpose here IS to insure that the dog IS not simply. respondmg to 
"something versus nothing" but that it is discriminating the odor of the S+ from other odors. ~ny foreign odor can be. used 
as an S- odor, and the mOle different S- odors introduced into training the better. Any material ~hlch has ~een or will be 
systematically associated with theSt stimuli must be included. For example, any packagilli matenal used with the S+ odor 
should be included as S- material. The operational procedure is the same as in Step 1. A record should be kept of any S-

odors to which false sits are made. 
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Step J, Delay oJ'RI'ward Training, Up to this point. the person Who handled the dog has known the posi
tion of the S+ prior to the dog's response. Knowledge of which jar contained the S+ odor insured that the handler could 
present the rcinfnrl'ement at precisely the correct time. That is, the handler could say GOOD DOG, and administer the 
food reward or say NO and remove the dog immediately after the dog's response. This timing was essential for rapid 
learning during the early stages of training. The dog must, however ,learn to tolerate short delays in reinforcement, as 
later in training there will necessarily be times when immediate reinforcement is not feasible. Unless the dog has had some 
exposure to such delays in reinforcement. an I) ,expected delay could disrupt the dog's behavior. 

There are three phases in this training step. Phase A introduces a delay between the time the handler says 
GOOD DOG and the time he gives food. Phase B introduces a delay between the time when the dog sits and the time the 
handler says GOOD DOG. Phase C is a combination of both these delays on a single trial. Although the length of delay 
in reinforcement may be extended later in training, a moderate delay (up to 5 sec) should be sufficient at this stage of 
training. Each delay should be built up gradually beginning with no delay. 

Step 4. Elimination of the Handler's Knowledge of Position of St. Under most training conditions, the han
dl~r shl)uld not know the position of the S+ stimUli. The reason for this is that a handler who knows where the S+ is can
not avoid giving cues to the dog, even though he may be unaware of doing this. It can be assumed that if he does not know 
wh~re the S+ is located, he cannot cue the dpg to the St. Therefore, during this training step the handler will no longer 
know the position of the S+ until after the dog has made a response. The dog is brought into the room and is guided to 
the jars in the same manner as in prior steps. When the dog responds, the programmer will quietly say YES to the handler 
if the dog has r~sponded correctly and NO if the dog has responded incorrectly. The handler will then reward for correct 
responses in the usual manner. 

Step 5. Off Leash Training. The dog should be trained to work on.Jeash and off·leash. Once the dog is 
wurking well on-leash with a handler who does not know the position of the St samples in the six-choice discrimination 
task, a s~ries of trials with th~ dog off-leash should be run. If the dog has been work;ng well on-leash, tliere should be no 
difficulty in working it off-leash. The dog's search pattern can be directed by pointing to a particular object and 'by ver
bally ~ncouraging it to search. The handler should not know the position of the S+ during the off-leash training. 

Step 6. Sellsitivl'~v Training. Hex is an intense odor and can very easily be detected. In order for the dog 
to detect weaker odors, it will need to sniff in the most effective way and to attend to very faint odors. This is the reason 
why. before working with the narcotic odors, the dog should be trained to respond to low concentrations of the training 
odor in the six-choice discrimination task. When the dog has mastered the discrimination task with a 3/B-in"hole in thc 
top of the S+ jar, the hole should be made smaller and smaller. The recommended sequence is 1/4,3/16, l/B, 3/32. and 
1/16 in .• and a No. 60 drill size. Once the dog has learned to detect even the faintest amount of an St, there is less chance 
that difficulties will arise in training it to search larger areas for the S+. 

The jars which are used during this discrimination training snould be changed frequently. Once the odor 
concentration is reduced to very small amounts, special care must be taken to insure that tite dog is, in fact, responding to 
the Hex odor and not to some extraneous variable. 

For this reason, all bottles and training aids should be thoroughly cleaned or destroyed after each day's ses
sion. Each dog should be run with fresh training aids. It is also advisable to task the dog to a completely new set of St 
and S- stimuli during the latter stages of each session. 

3. Performance Records for Discrimination Training 

It is essential to keep records of the dog's daily performance during discrimination training for use in planning 
the next day's training session. If several dogs are being trained, it is difficult to recall the details of each dog's performance. 
Every dog will have individual strong and weak points, and these must be considered in planning its work schedule. 

Graphical presentation of the records, for example, graphing the daily percentage of detections throughout 
training is not necessary. Such graphs contain very little meaningful information, for this reason: the recorded level of per· 
formance depends largely upon the intensity of the odors that are being used, but the selection of the odor intensities to, 
use at any time depends upon the trainer's judgments as to the dog's current performance. The principal use of the dail)' 
records is to aid in planning the next day's training, not to evaluate the ptogress of the dog. They also indicate any tendency 
of the programmer to place the St in certain locations too frequently, or to favor certain changes in location from one trial 
to the next. If desired, the locations can be listed in advance, to assure that the locations are at least semi-random. 

A sample data sheet .usedin~l'l<-choice discrimination training is shown on the following page. The symbols 
used in keeping these data sheets are: S+, S-, t, -, and O. The number in the location column represents the location of 
the S+ stimulus in the room. Response to the S+ odor is recorded in the column labeled S+. A plus (t) in this column 
means that the dog sniffed the S+ odor and sat down beside it. A minus (-) in the St column means that the dog sniffed 
the St odor and did not sit but moved on. A zero (0) in the St column means that the dog did not approach the S+ odor 
at all. The five columns labeled S- are the spaces to record responses to S-. The correct response, i.e., sniffing the S-
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DATA SHEET -SIX-CHOICE DISCRIMINATION TRAINING 

Six·choice Discrimination Training: Hex: 1/16" hole 

Dog' ________________ _ 
Handier: ________ Programmer: ___ _ 

Date. 

Tnal Nil. Location S+ S- S- S- S- S-

I 4 - +1 

.:! 7 0 +4 

.' l) + - - -..... - , - - .--b + 4 
I"oor sear~n DenaYlor~CUeul 

• continued froor search. - -. • Removed rom room. 
5 I 

h 9 + - - - .. 
7 12 + - ~ -- '" 

l\ 

<) 

1O 

II 

I ~ --
1.1 

14 

15 

10 

17 

IS 

1\1 

~O 

NOTES; 

Data Sheet No. I 

." 

-_. 
.. 

odur jar and l11uving on, would be recorded by placing a minus in the 8- column. The location of 8- odor jars need not 
hl' fl'l'llrd~d unless the dog sits to an S . jar. When this occurs, the trial terminates and a plus is recorded in the 8 .. Column 
alung with the positinn number of the hole where the S- jlr is located. An asterisk (*) in the S- column is used to indi
l'ate IItat the dog Was eued by the handler for some reason. An explanation such as the one on the sample data sheet (TrialS) should be indicated. 

Trial 7 shows a plus in the S+ column and two minuses under the S- group. This indicates that the dog at
tended Iwn S·· jars before going. to the S+ odor. The correct response to an S+ odor terminated Trial 7 at that point. The 
reeord for Trial I on the data sheet shows that the dog sniffed the 8+ odor and moved on without sitting. It then sniffed 
an S - jar and sat down. An incorrect response to an S- ends the trial. The data recorded for Trial 2 shows that the dog 
did nnt approach the S+ odor (0 in the S+ colUmn). The dog did attend two 8- jars and sat to the second 8- jar, thus 
ending Ihe trial. In Trials 3 and 4 the dog attended all five of the 8- jars and then came to the S+ jar to which it responded Correctly. 

D. aasic Room Se.rch 

To have much practical value, the dog must not only learn to discriminate 8+ odors, it must also learn to search an 
area at'lively and to locate narcotic materials if they are present. After the dog has learned to diSCriminate Hex and either 
marijuana, hashish, or opium in the six-choice situation, room search training should begin. . 

DUring room search training, the handler should rarely know the location of any S+ samples. Consequently, it will 
always take at least two people (a programmer and a handler) to run room search trials. The programmer will hide the 
plants, give directions to the handler and keep the records; the handler will work the dog. If the handler knows where the 
8+ has been planted, he will.almost certainly cue the dog, even though he is deliberately trying not to do so. Therefore, 
it is essential that the handler not know the position of the S+ during room search training. There will be.times, however, 
When the dog should be directed during room search training. The handler can direct the dog to search a certain specific 
area or a particular object if he thinks the area may contain likely hiding places, but he runs a great risk of unconsciously 
ruing the dog if the location of the 8+ stimUli is actually known. After the dog sits, the programmer will give the signal 
YES (l'Orrect) or NO (incorrect) and the handler will reinforce the dog accordingly. 

Begin room search in a relatively small uncluttered room. On the first trial, an 8+ jar and two 8- jars should be 
placed in very obvious places where the dog will be able to see them. These initial trials may be run with the dog on or 
on:leash. The reinforcement contingencies are the same in room search training as in the six-choice situation-immediate 
reinforcement when thi: dog sits. That is, give food and praise if the dog is correct or NO and removal from the room if 
it is inrorrect. The programmer will know which jar contail)s the S+ on these trials and will signal the handler immedi
ately following the dog's response. The location of the S+ ;;'1.\<1 S- samples should be moved by the programmer on each 
trial. Once the dog is responding reliably to the easily located S+ jars, the task shOUld be made more difficult by planting 
the 8+ jars in less obvious places in the roo!11. This shOUld be done gradUally so the dog will have to work just a little 
hard~r on each trial. After the dog has learned that it has to move around the room and sample several S- jars in order to 
locate the 8+ jar, then partly hide the 8+ and 8- jars, i.e., have only a small part of each jar visible. For example, the 
jars may be placed in open boxes which are scattered '1round the room. 

Continue to reduce the visual cue until the jar is completely out of sight. The dog must then rely completely on 
the sense of smell to locate the S+ odor. Once this is done, the proportion of the jars that are S- can be reduced to approximately one-fourth. 

As with all other !lrocedures in this manual, any time the behavior of the dog becomes disrupted, go back to a task 
the dog hus previously learned. Reinstate the desired behavior and then gradually move to the new task. 

After the d(lg has learned to'sample a limited area with the 8+ hidden from sight, training shOUld move to a larger 
area which cont"ins more objects. As with all phases of training, always program in small steps and be SUre the dog has 
learned one task well before taking the next step. If the progression to a more difficult task indicates that the dog is not 
performing well, do not continue to run the dog in this situation. Go back to a task in which the dog has done well and then gradUally move toward the more difficult task. 

Once !tje dog is responding well in one room with several objects, additional rooms should be incorporated into the 
dog's search pattern. During the initial room search training, there should always be at least one S+ in every room. The 
number of rooms to be searched should be increased gradually. Once the dog Is performing well in the mUlti-room situa
tion, some S- rooms should be introduced, that Is, there shOUld be some rooms in which there has been no S+ plant,etl. 
The handler should not be told in advance whether a room he is about to search is an S+ room or F"'. S- room. . 

It is not essential that the dog detect every 8+ which has been planted. However, as fewer rooms come to have 
an S+ planted in them, and as larger rooms are used, care must be taken not to require the dog to search too many and 
too large rooms without detecting an 8+. If area se&rch per detection increases too rapidly, the search behavior may 
deteriorate. Progress slowly in increasing room size or decreasing the number of S+ rooms. 
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1. Recording of Performance 

The data sheet on the following puge reprllsents a record of the performance which might be expected from a 
dog with limited multi-room sllarl'h training in thll dlltection of Hllx, m~rijuana, and ha~hish. The analysis of the datu sheet is 
alslI prt's~ntcd tu illustmte Sllllle 01' the l'Onditillns which will likely be experienced during this stage of training. In addition, 
till' analysis should further illustrate an l,t'fident method of keeping a record of the dog's performance. 

The data sht!et for room search should have spaces to record the trial number, room number, whether the room 
l'ontains an S+, the type of S+, if any, and it should have l'olulllns for recording the dog's performance. The sheet should be 
lahckd with information reg:lrding the purpllSt! ot' Ihe training St!ssilln, Ihe place, the datc,the name of the dog, and the 

names Ill' the handler and programmer. 

The dog's performance in each room and the lime spent in cach room should be recorded for each trial. A plus 
(+) rl'corcled in the column headed condition (cond.) indicates that the room contains an S+. A minus (-) in the condition 
column indicates that there is not an S+ in the rtlOIll. If thl' rnollll'ontains an S+, an initial identifying the type of S+ 
should he put heside the + in the condition l'lliumll. Thus, + lit'S I'm Trial I indicates that Hex is planted in that room. If 
the doj!. cletects the Hex and sits, a plus should he rel'llrded in thl' I1ex l'lliumn. In Trial 3, the S+ is marijuana; therefore, 
an M.I is recorded. The data for Tri:ll4 indil'<ltes that MJ was planted in Koom (, hut the dog did not detect it. The minus 
in thl' MJ l'olumn for Trial 4 shows that the dog appruached the marijuana hut did not sit. On Trial 5, the dog sat in an S 
Wllill. This is recorded by placing a plus in the column headed S· • Trial 6 shows that hashish (Hash) was planted in Room 5 

:llId was detected. 

As l'an be seen from the times recnrded for the other rooms, the dog was kept in Room 5 for a longer period 
than in any of the other rooms. Although a dug should examine a mom carefully, it should not be retained in a room for 
1')II!!~r than necesSllry to complete the room search. If there is an S+ in the room, the dog will likely detect it in a relativelY 
shurt pt!riod of time. As Trial 5 illustrates, if the dog has searched a room, retained' there, and made to' search the same area 
rcpeut~dly, the possibility of false sitting is increased. As different dogs arc lmined, the trainer becomes aware of their indi
vidual capabilities and willillarn the speed at which a particular arca can be searched most effectively. 

There are two components to good search stmtegy: (J) percent detection, and (2) speed at whic.:h the do!! 
searches an area. Ultimately, the dog must search an area as quickly as possible and make a high percentage of detcctic)ll\. 
If the dog does not sit in an S- room, the progmmmer need only record the time spent in the room. Trial numbers urc 
marked to show the order in which the rooms are to be searched. The programmer plants the S+ materials, prcp~res the 
data shee!. directs the handler to the rooms according to the order outlined on the data sheet,and records thl! dog's per-

formance. 

Note tha t the schedule gets progressively leaner (fewer S+ rooms) as the session continues. 

If at any time during the session the dog is cued, i.e"led to the odor, this should be recorded as such by placin/! 
an asterisk and explanatory comment for the trial. The data for Trial 7 show that the dog responded incorrec.:tly but was 
prompted to do so by the handler. The recording of Trial II differs from that of Trial 7, but it is still an example of cueing. 
On Trial II the dog spent 40 sec in the room without detecting the S+ and the handler was instructed to direct the dog to 
that area. The asterisk and explanatory notes were asain used to indicate that the dog was cued. 

After the entire training session has been completed, a brief summary of the dog's performance should be re
corded. Any special problems or unusual behaviors should be included. A brief statement of what would be desirable in the 

next training session should be made. 

2. Transition from Discrimination Task to Room Search with the First Narcotic 

There should be very little difficulty in progressing from the six-choice discrimination task to room search 
with the addition of a narcotic odor. The dog has alreadY learned to do room search for one type S+, and the search pat
tern is basically the same regardless of which S+ is in the area. 

Tile dog should display nearly perfect performance on the six-choice discrimination task before the new S+ 

is includerl in the room search sessions. 

When the first narcotic agel'lt is included in room search sessions, Hex .samples should also be hidden in each 
room, and the number of narcotic samples initially hidden in each room should be double that of the Hex samples_ On sub
sequent sessions the number of the Hex plants should be decreased gradually. The rate at which the Hex plants can be de
creased will depend on how quickly the dog learns to respond to the narcotic plants. 

If the dog fails to detect most of the narcotic samples on these initial sessions, they should be made easier to 
detect; once the dog begins to detect most of them, they can be gradually made more difficult to detect. 
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DATA SH~ET-ROOM SEARCH 

ROOM-SEARCH __ _ PLACE: _________________________ __ 

DOi: ----------------- Handler: ________ _ Pro,rammer: ______ _ 
Date: _____________ _ Tlmo(s): _______________ _ 

Nutes' 

Condo Hex. MJ Huh s- Time/Sec. 

Trial Room 

i 9 +H~x + 17 

~ 8 27 

3 7 +MJ + IS 

4 6 +MJ -. 25 

5 Toi - + 45 -
I> S Hash + IS 

*Handler cued the dog to sit. 
7 4 .- *+ 2S I -
8 3 +MJ + 27 

9 2 - 22 

10 I - 3S 

il 10 
-0. *DOII directed to location of 

+MJ + * 40 S+ after handler indicated the 
rOQm had been thoroughly --

I ~ II - 31 searched. 

-

, 

Data Sheel No. I 
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III. ADVANCED TRAINING PROCEDURES 

A, Discrimin.tion Tr.ining with N.rcotici 

1. Transition from Training Odor to Narcotic Odor 

Aftcr the dog has progressed through the six training stages just described, it is ready to begin discrimination 
training tll various nafcotiulldors. Defore proceeding with thls section, refer to Appendices Band C on Maintenance of Heroin 
and Cucaine and Preparing and Maintaining Samples. Prior to the beginning of training to any narcotic odor, It is best to deter
mine ea~'h type of narcotic the dog will be eXpected to dete!;t. Narcotics vary tremendously in the amount of odor they emit. 
That is. some narcotics. such as marijuana and hashish. have very strong odors, whereas others, such as heroin and cocaine, give 
off very little odor. In fact. heroin and cocalne are considered odorless to humans. Although the correlation boatween human 
and canine olfactory sensitivity to various substances has not been investisated, it may be assumed that, in general, what has a 
strong odor to humans also has a strong odor to dogs; a material which has a weak or nonexistent odor to humans is unlikely 
to have a strong odor for dogs. 

For the purpose of this manual. the following narcotics will be considered: 

(I ) , Marijuana - "MJ" 
(2) Hashish-"Hash" 
(3) Opium-"O" 
(4) Cocaine-"e" 
(5) Heroin-"H" 

The iust three narcotics included in this list (marijuana, hashish, and opium) are all odorous to humans and arc 
readily detected by dogs. Heroin and cocaine in pure form, on the other hand, are virtually odorless to humans and arc relatively 
difficult for dogs to detect. 

In training a dog to detect any combination of these narcotics, the training shOUld be given in the same sC'luent:c 
as the narcotics are listed. That,is, train the dog first to detect marijuana, then hashish, then opiUm, (and finally) cocaine and 
heroin. It is not necessary to train the dog to detect all the narcotic agents on the list. nor to confine the training to the spel'il'k 
narcotics listed here. Regardless of which narcotics are used. the training should be given with the least odorous narcotics IQ~·t. 

2. Training Procedure with the First Narcotic 

After completing the six steps outlined in the section em six-choic~ discrimination training, the dog should be 
ready for training to the first narcotic odor (begin with the most odorous narcotic to which t/le dog will be trained). The 
procedure presented here for training ihe dog to respond to an additional odor is relatively simple and has been demon
strated to be fast and effective. The same six-choice discrimination procedure previously used with Hex wlll be used to train 
the dog to new odors. The technique for transferring to the new S+ odor is as follows: 

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

Begin the sessi~n with a few trials using tlie training odor; this wlll assure that the dog is working Well on 
the six-choice discrimination task. 

Once the dog is working well. remove the jar containing the training odor and put the new S+ jar, which con
tains a generous quantity of the narcotic, in its place. ' 

On the first trial with the new S+ , the dog is brought in and wJlI begin to sniff each of th,e jars, just as 
it has previously done. At the precise instant the dog sniffs the new S+ jar, the handler should imme
diately say GOOD. DOG and feed the dog, Initially, the programmer will tell the handler the position 
of the S + prior to the beginning of the tda!. The dog is likely to sit when the handler says GOOD DOG; 
if the dog fails to sit, it should be fed and gently placed in the sitting position in the same manner as was done 
in illitial sit training. Gradually demand more and more from the dog. Give the dog time to sit without being 
coaxed or physically assisted. Once the dog begins to sit on its own, delay saying GOOD DOG for a second or 
two, thus giving the dog a chance to sit before reinforcement is given. 

The rate at which the dog learns to respond to the new S~,' odor depends largely on how well the handler 
limes his responses. If his timing is poor, the dog will take a much longer time to learn to respond to the new odor. The 
most essential aspect of this transfer procedure is that the verbal cue (GOOD DOG) comes at the exact time the dog sniffs 
the new S+ jar. If the timing is good. it will take only a few triIJls for the dog to begin to' associate the new odor with food 
and praise. Once the dog has learned this association, progress through aU the steps in six~hoice discrimination training 
with the new odor. This should not take as long as it did with the training odor. 

Preceding page blank 
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A~ with (III \llh~r prm'cdure~ in Ihi~ manual. any time the behavior of the dog ueeome~ disrupted. go back III II 

task thl' dog ha,~ prc'I'iClluly lI'arl/(.d, Rl'in~tute Ihe desired behavior and thel1llraduallY move to the neW task, If durinll the 
tnllial trll\l~ with the new S+ the dllil bCllin~ tu make frequent errors or quit~ snit'finll the jars. go back to using the traininll odor 
ulltil a rcliu\,1lc response is rc-establlshed. then reinstate the new S+ and l~untinue the prucedure until the dug reliably respunds III 

the ncw l,dur, 

3. Additional Narcotic Odors 

The sallie methuds \h:j\ were described for trulning the dog to diserimimlte and search for marljuaJ;la should be 
used in training th~ qug to rc~pund to each subsequent narcotic, II should be emphasizcd that the dog mlist be well trained 
tn all prcvious S+ odors beforc an attempt it. maqe to add an additional odor. That is. the dog should havc ncarly perfect 
pert'ormanre in the six-choice discrimination task and should be performing well In rOOm scarcr with every previously condi-

tillned S+ odor is added. ' 
, It has al~eady been pointed out that detection training with marijuana, hashish. and/or opium should be well 

established befme any attempt is made to train thCe dog to respond to either cocaine or heroin. 

All the rules pertinent to training the dog to detect marijuana, opium. and hashish also apply to training the 
do!! ttl detect heroin and cocaine. However, tllere are several other co~siderations whlcll must be made wilen working with 
heroin a/ld I.'ocaine, Thcse special considerations include more refined training techniques and ad4itional special equipment, 
Bdore ~ll~alne and/or heroin detection training b begun, the dog should be well trained in odol' n\.dmination and limited 
rOllm search with at least one additional odor. All of ihe special equipment should be set up a~'i ',- )dng properly. 

B. Di5Crimination Training with Aspirin. Acetic Acid, and the Diluents Mannitol, Lacto .. , and Quinine 

Once a reliable response to H has been established. further discrimination work with various S- substances should be carri~d out. The following is a list ot' the materiuh to whieh the dog should be tasked to discriminate prior to beginnin~ rOOm 

search exercises with H: 

(1) Glacial acetic acid: mixtures of 1/10. 1/100. 1/1000, and 1/10.000 with water should be used, 

(2) {'ommon aspirin: several b;rands should bllused. Aspirin should be pulverized before t\a~kaging into ~ull1plcs, 
(3) In addition to l(~pi.rin and acetic acid, both of which may have an odor similar to H. the diluent$ com

monly used in cutting H shOUld also be used in controlled laboratory test. The more common diluent.. 
used to cut H are: mannitol. lactose, and quinine, One common diluent used with cocaine is procaine, 

1, Preparation of S+ and S- samples 

s+ samples shoul~ be prepare4 in the same manner as was described in the section on preparation and 
maintenance of training samples, The s- samples should be prepared in the same way as the S+ samples, The same person 
should prepare both groupS of samples. The rule is that bot11 S+ and S- samples are identical except that the former con" 
tains a certain quantity of H and the S- sample contains an identical amount of onc of the three diluents. aspirin. or a small 
quantity of a solution of acetic acid and water, Although the dog can be exposed to more than one type S- in a single 

session. it is better to introduce only one type at each session, ' 

2, Discrimination Training 

The procedure is the same for introducing each of these S- substances, therefore only one (aspirin) will be 
discussed in detail here, At least two sets of samples (2 Hand 2 aspirin) should be used with each dog during each daily 
session, The following is a step by step progression of how each of these S- substances should be introduced to the dog: 

(1) Trials l-IO-S+ H in plastiC bag in pasteboard box 
S- empty plastic bag ill pasteboard box. 

(2) Trial 11-S+ H in plastic bag in pasteboard box 
S- aspirin in plastic bag in pasteboard box. 

If the dog does not positively respond to the aspirin, continue to run the dog on these samples until Trial 25. 

(3) Trial 25-Introduce new samples. If the dog continues to respond correctly. you may assume that the 

dog has learned to ignore the aspirin odor. 

If the dog responds positively to the aspirin during the initial training trials (Trials 1-11) it should be corrected 
by the verbal command NO. Continue to correct the dog by the verbal command NO until the do'g responds 
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Plls!t!velY tll the H and docs not respond to the as iri ~SPtrl~., in,troduce th~ t'r~sh samples. If the do d~~s;:;' Once the dog can reliably respond to H and ignore the 

sao!~~~ ~~~n~d ,t.ll dlscruninate between the Hgand the :s;:i~e :~~~rs I~,~,th~ new samples, you may assume the 
. oes poorly on another set you h Id . te og performs well on one sct of 

until the dog can reliably discriminate H and ~s;i~in.prepare several sets of new samples and continue training 

Once the dog has leurned t d' , , 
same procedure used with aspirin should °be 1~~:I;~~~e t~s::~n;ie~c~:f t~e o,ther s·· substances should be introduced 

, , e c ac • manllltol, lactose, and quinine. • 
The 

3, Training with Dlluents 

A good H/C detector d h I most common dUuents used' og s ou d respond to both pure Hand H after it 
caine. The following is a ste;~~ ~ are mannitol. lactose. and quinine, The most c has be~~ cut with other substanceu, The 
dilul.lnt. The procedUre present; :p procedure which can be used in training the ~0~700n ue~t used with cocaine is pro-
plus the diluent and to ignore t:e di~~: u

t
s7s H and mannitol as an eXample of how to trai~ea~~ng t to H Ol Cd mixed with a 

n m pure form, The exact same steps can be u d 'h 0 r~spon to the H or C se WIt any dUuent. 

form. 

c. 

(I) Prepare 8-- samples: 
should be prepared. 

a quantity of each of the dil uents. equal to the total amount of the S+ sa I mp es, 

(2) Prepare S+ sam I ' 't' , , pes, I IS suggested that the H be c 
That IS. mIX 50 percent H with 50 percent each of ~hte5~1~:r~t:~t and 75 percent with each of the diluents, 

The dog's task will b t . , The folio' , e 0 pOSItIVely respond to the Hand th d'i ' wmg IS a step by step progression of how each of these d~ ,I uent mIXture,s and ignore ,the diluents in pure 
, . uents should be mtroduced to the do " 

(1) Trtals I-IO-S+ H' I' , g, In P ashc bag m pasteboard box 
S- empty plastic bag in pasteboard bo,)( 

Trial 11-S+: 
S-: 

(2) 50 percent mixture of Hand " Pure mannitol in plastl'c b ,manllltbol m plastic bag in pasteboard box 
ag m paste oard box 

If the dog responds positively to the H and mann' , 
form, continuf. to run the dog on these samples u~~~ ~:i:~u;~,and docs not respond to the mannitol in pure 

(3) Trial 25-lntroduce ne H d" , , w an manllltol and pure mannitol sa I th~se nCW, samples, you may assume the do h I mp es. ,If t~e .dog does not make errors un 
WIth mannitol. g as earned to dlscnmmate H mixed 50 percent 

The same d'sc" , I nmmatlon procedure should be used ' reduced to,25 percent H mixed with 75 ercen WIth each of ~he diluents. The pel'centage should be 
beco~es dIsrupted or the dog begins to ~ake f:e of each of the dlluents, If at any time the dog's behavior 
workmg well. quent errors, return to a simpler task untl'l the d ' , og IS agam 

Advanced Room Search 

, Advanced room search is the last and most len t only hl~ the degree of difficulty of the task for the dOg
g 

hAY Phdase of the training program, I t differs from basic room se h 
searc mg for S+ sa I h ' sa vanced room sea h arc ~::f.:':~:~ :~:~~~ :~:,:.' :::k:~:;.g::::.t~;~~;;~~:::~g~.:::! ';~~~~::·~:'~F;~~:;:~;.:,;gd\:::::;:~:;;~:." 

I Ions approxlmatmg almost any it is likely to enc~u t ' g ,s ou have ~een tramed to find the narcotic n er In <lctual narcotIc detection, 

Advanced room search is not a disl~rete h ' . Ollce the dog is able to f' d" .. • p ase of trammg. but rather a grad I d I 
difficult to find in a vari~~y ;asy samples of a ?articular S+ in "easy" locationsu~he eve o~ment from basic room search. 

o ways. The followmg are some of the f t ',samp es are gradually made more ac ors to be conSidered in advanced room search' 

(1) Th~ quantity of S+ material may be reduced' the ' 
opIum. may eventually be reduced to a few h'und mdotrhe odforous materials. such as marijuana hashish and re soan ounce, ., 

(2) The h~roin and cocaine samples may be diluted with ' 
matertals. S- samples containing the same diluent I~ger and larger quantities of the various diluent 
must also be used. s an prepared by the same individuals as the S+ samples 

(3) The S+ packets, instead of being housed in Is' 
pasteboard boxes, or both. The wrapper or t~:~~~~: ~e wrapped in ~aper or plastic. may be boxed in e sealed to vartous degrees with plastic tape, 
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(4) 

(5) 

(6) 

(7) 

(8) 

(9) 

Similar packages, containing packets uI' various S- materials, should be used alollg with the S+ packages. 
The sumc individual(s) who make up the S+ packets should also make the S·· packages; the S- ones should 
always be mad~ first in order to avoid contaminating them with S+ odors. The number of different individ
uals who prepare the S+ and S- packages, and also the number of different kinds of packaging and sealing 
materials, should be as large as practical. 

The time the odor sample has been in place before the room is searched can be lengthened and also made more 
variable. Times LIP to 24 hr should be included. As with the other changes mentioned, this change should be 
introduced gradually. The sharp odor gradient which has characterized the recently planted samples may 
dissipate over time, making it difficult for the dog to localize the source of an odor. In addition, when working 
with the less volatile odors of heroin and cocaine, a longer period of time will be required before there Is an 

odor presen t. 

Rooms containing gradually stronger and more varied masking odors should be Included. The od.ors of paint, 
petroleum products, clothing, people, food, animals, chemicals, and vegetation are all good maskmg odors. 
Where possible, emphasis should be placed on those masking odors that the dog is most likely to encounter 

in actual searches. 

Rooms of increasing size and complexity of shape should be included. The quanti~y and d!versity ~f the 
contents should also be increased. These changes should be made very gradually, smce their effect IS to 
increase greatly the amount of searching required per detection. 

The samples can be hidden in progressively more difficult locations; especially at increasing elevation a?ove 
the floor. When this is done, an occasional sample should b~ hidden in a location of the sort used prevIously, 
so that the dog will not stop searching the easy areas. 

If the dog will need to search drafty areas, drafts should be introduced gradually into advanced room search. 
The handler should be aware that the draftsometimes causes the dog to sit at considerable distances from the 

S+ sample. 

If the dog will need to search for narcotics in areas containing people, noisy or moving equipment,. or other 
distractions a variety of similar distractions should be includlld In room search. How gradually thIs must be 
done varies 'with the temperament of the dog. It is well to begin including small distractions early in room 
search training, especially if the dog appears to be at all distractable or "skittish." 

Training in advanced room sel/rch can begin before the transfer to all narcotics has been carried out. If convenient, 
it can start as soon as basic room-search training with Hex and the first narcotic is fi~l~hed. I~ this is done, the ~~g mil{ 
recr-ive advanced room search training with strong odors in some sessions, while recelVmg baSIC room ~arch traml~g WIth 
the next strongest odor in other sessions, six-choice discrimination with the third strongest odor In sull other seSSIOns, etc. 
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IV. USE OF TRAINED DOG IN NARCOTIC SEARCH 

, The sp~l'ifk way in whlch l'ontruband search Is conducted will influence the exact mannel' in which the detector dog 
wIll he used, Slnl'e the dctel'tor dug team must fit into the 9verull search plan. Hence, while the following procedures should 
wl\rk well under mustl'irl'umst.anl'e~, they may have to be modified 'somewhat to meet particular user requirements. 

Therl' ure three types of training sessions which will be used in maintaining the detector dog. The procedures for all 
threl' types are very similar and arc as follows: 

(I) operii'til1nal Session. This session Is under conditions of actual contraband search. During the operational ses
sion the team will keep records of the dog's performance imil of any special problems which may arise. 

(2) Maintenance Session. This is a training and evaluation session. Any special problems in the dog's detection 
performance can be systematically evaluated during these sessions, and any corrective procedures or remedial 
exercises which seem needed can be carried out. 

(3) Evaluation Session. This is as similar as possible to the operational session encept that contraband is actuallv 
hidden. The purpose of this session is to test the dog under simulated operational conditions. The contrab~nd 
should be planted by a person who is not directly associated with the detector team itself. 

A, Program",fng S+ Samples 

The number ofS+ ~amples planted il) the nreato be searched in a session constitutes the "progr~m". If the dog is 
sl'll~duled to search 10 roorl1s; then the number of S+ samples placed in these 10 rooms would be the "program" for that 
sessIon. This could rang\': from one or more S+ samples in each room to one S+ sample in only one of the 10 rooms. 

The programming of the S+ odor is perhaps the most difficult task the detector team will face. The question is, how 
ma~~ S+ s~mples do you place during any particular session? Unfortunately, no very precise guidance can be given, and the 
deCISIon ~III have to be made largely on the basis of guesswork by the programmer. The number and type of S+ odor~ to be 
pla~ted WIll n,ecess~rilY depend. on ma~y di~ferent .r.0n~itions and the best program will n~t be the same for all dogs. The 
envIronment In whIch the dog IS work 109 WIll requIre dIfferent schedules of S+ programmlOg. The day-to-day changes in 
performance of the dog will also affect subsequent programming. 

The basic rule for determining the number of S+ samples is: plant the number of S+ samples estimated to be required 
to keep the dog actively searching, plus a few additIonal plants "for good measure". If the program is too lean (too few S+ 
samples) the do~ will ~ot maintain good search behavior. On the other hand, if the program is too rich (too many S+ samples), 
a great deal of time WIll be taken rewarding the dog for detections and the dog's hunger will quickly become too low for effec
tive search. The reason for the few extra plants is that too rich a schedule can do less harm than too lean a schedule. The 
de.cision on .how to program a particular area will be the responsibility of the programmer, and how effectively he performs 
t~IS duty ,WIll be cr,ucial to keeping the dog working efficiently. If there Is any doubt about the program, or if the dog's detec
tion rate IS decreaslOg or poor search behavior is shown, enrich the program (plant more S+ samples) and then gradually make 
the program leaner. 

S+ sa.mples should be planted in all types of sessions, including operational sessions. The major purpose of planting 
S+ samples IS to keep the dog working at maximum efficiency. The reason it keeps working is that it is very rewarding to 
the do~ each time it detects the S+ odor. If .there Were no S+ stimuli to detect, the system of rewards under which the dog 
was trained would no longer be in effect, and the searching behavior would gradually deteriorate. If the S+ samples were 
planted on all types of sessions except operational sessions, the dog would eventually learn to remain efficient in all types of 
sessions-except operational sessions! 

. A s~con? pur~ose is to evaluate ~he dog's efficiency on a given session. This is especially important for those opera
lIonal sessIons In whIch no contraband IS found. The detection of plants during these actual searches for contraband indi
r~tes that the failure to detect contraband was probably due to the absence of the material, rather than to any lack of effi
cIency of the dog. 

B. Operational Session 

Although one person can conduct aJl:,operalional search, the detector team should consist of two or, if possible, three 
persons. This allows one person to survey alIJd program the area to be searched and one person to work the dog. 

. The .Initlal d·uty of the programmer is to quickly ascertain the size of the area to be searched and to determine the length 
of time whIch can be allotted to the dog and handler in the area. It. is his duty to determine which areas.are considered high 
priority areas to be searched. These are areas or objects where contraband would most likely be hidden, typical areas where 
contraband has been found previously. Other areas which a dog could quickly search but would be time con,suming for a human 
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to sean:h would also be an area designated for the dOl to search. Places such as libraries, lockers, and areas with a IIreat many 
objects, especially if they are concealed or locked, are examples which fall into this category. 

The programmer must decide how to search the area most efficiently on the basis of the size and the complexity of 
the area and the time which is available. He also searches areas which would be difficult or impossible for a dog to search. 

It is during this initial investigation that the placement of the S+ samples is carried out. The immediate area in which 
the S+ sample is hidden is thoroughly searched by the programmer prior to the S+ placement. This is done to insure that 
there is no actual contraband where the S+ is placed: otherwise, the dog's response to hidden contraband might be confused 
with tht: response to the S+. 

C. Maintanance S_ion 

Maintenance sessions are somewhat like a continuation of advanced room search. A handler and a programmer are 
requifed to conduct these sessions. The maintenance session not only serves to keep up the efficiency level of the dog, but 
al~(j to give the dog additional training. Any or all of the narcotics to which the dog is trained can be tested in these sessions. 

Any problems which may have been encountered during operational or evaluation sessions can be systematically dealt 
with dming maintenance sessions. 

The amount of time and effort which will be required to maintain the dog on the various drug odors will not be the 
same fot each of the odors. For example, a dog trained to detect all five of the narcotics specified in this manual should 
receive more training with heroin and cocaine than with marijuana, opium, or hashish. The following is a breakdown of 
various combillations of detector dog capabilities and the percentage of time which should be devoted to each drug during 
training session~. Naturally, if the dog is trained to detect one drug 100 percent of the training time will be spent with that 
drug. This is shown in the extreme left hand column. The extreme right hand column shows the percentage of training 
time Which should be directed to each drug if the dog has been trained to a\1 five odors. 

, 

- Percentage of Time 
No.orOdors ; 2 3 4 5 . 
Heroin 100 50 40 
Cocaine 100 50 40 
Marijuana 100 50 30 5 
Hashish 100 50 30 5 
Opium 100 40 10 

These percentages represent the relative amount of exposure the dog should receive during room search exercises. 
For example, if a dog has been trained to detect all five odors, 40 percent of the training time should be spent with hemin, 
4(1 percent with cocaine,S percent with marijuana,S percent with hashish, and 10 percent with opium. 

D. Evaluation Session 

The purpose of the evaluation session is to ascertain the dog's effectivene·ss uClder conditions which as nearly as pos
sible represent what would be expected in an actual field search. If possible, contraband which has been confiscated by 
means other than by the dog should be used in this exercise. The services of a person associa,ted with the narcotic squad 
who is not a member of the detector dog team is recommended. This perSon will set up a problem which as nearly as pos
sible resembles what would be expected under actual working conditions. The detector team is given the problem and their 
task is to locate the hidden contraband. The individual who hid the contraband should have no contact with the program· 
mer or handler until after the problem is terminated. This is NOT a test to prove that the dog hils the capability of detect
ing contraband, but rather to evaluate the dog's efficiency on a particular problem :llIich might be encountered in the field. 

After the prcblem has been run, all aspects of the session should be discussed by the detector 'eam and the persons 
who set up the problem. This discussion should be very helpful in improving the capabilities of the detector team. 

This session should be conducted by the detector team in exactly the same manner as an actual operational session 
would be conducted. It is very important to carefully analyze the data from these sessions. If the detector team locates the 
planted contraband, ascertain the search procedures which led to the detection. On the other hand it can be even more bene
ficial if the team fails to locate the plant. For in this case, ~ careful analysis of the session will most !ikely lead to some 
notions as to the reasons why the team failed to locate the contraband. Once these reasons are determined, the appropriate 
measures can be taken to improve the team's capabilities. In this way, the detector team can be continually improved. 
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E. 
Practical APPIiClitionl 

, It has been emphasized tha ' 
llpmm, or hashish. Althou h t t~ere l~ ~uch less odor emitted by he ' , 
~oth group~ 'I'dru s th g the basIc tramlng principles and mainte. roln and cocaine than is emitted by mari'u . 
mg comparisons o/W'h' e,re are some fUndamental differences in the nanc~ procedures presented in this manual a J ana, 
illustrate these differen~tels e~pect~d o~ the trainer and of the dog in ;:act~cal appli~ation of these principles. ThePt~ to 

s. eep In mmd these are not differences in :r~~ci~~e;~~~ltn~,~ith thes~ two drug groups ~o~~d 
(I) The special care wh' h I erences In degree: 

b IC must be taken whe k' 
een described. Such extrem ' n Wor mg with training sam les ,'. 

drug group. On the other han~ Care IS not necessary when dealing with ~r ,o,f heroIn and cocaine has already 
with the more odorous dru ' more care must be taken in controlling t ntng ~m?les. of the more odorous 

gs. or contaminatIon and residual odors 

(2) Naturally the dog must w k 
d or melre tho hI' 

etect a sample of heroin as 0 - .fOUg Y In order to detect hemin and ' 
direct a dog more if the d ,PPOSed, to a comparable sample of mariju cocaine. The time required to 

og IS searchIng [;r Hie than if it is searching f~~~~i~ be tenfold. The handler must 
(3) The amount of time and effor ' , ash. 

which of the dru s or hi t :-Vhlch wllIlJe required to maintain .' 
description of th: rela~~:;~:~~~ o~ ~rugs the dog has been traine~ ~~~:~~c~e~~to; dog ~i1I depend upon 

ramlllg and maintaining the mUlt'- "e ollowlng is a general 
• ' , I narcotIC detector do s 

Herom IS the most difficult dru! ' g • 
the dog to detect this dru g 0 t~am a dog to detect. A great deal I' ' 
required to train and mai:;ai~ :h~o~ IS to be trained to detect heroin, r~la;i~~~ I~~~I be required t? train 

s o~ on all four of the additional dIe ex tra effort IS 
• T' , rugs. 

rammg and maintaining a dog on coc ' ' 
as it takes to train a heroin d ame detection requires about the s . 
samples as compared to the ~~. Howe~er, m?ch less effort is required in ame a~ount of,l';me and effort 
very little extra effort i e, ort requued WIth heroin samples If d ~rep~flng cocame training 

s requued to add detection of marijua • ,a og IS tramed to detect Cocaine 
• It Would require about th . na, OpIum, and hashish capabilities. ' 

w Id e same effort to train d 
ou to train the dog to detect all three a og to detect either marijuana, opium or ha h' h ' 

• , S IS a~ It 
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V. POOR PERFORMANCE-CAUSES AND REMEDIES 

There are three main classes of problems that can be experienced in training detector dogs. They are: 

{I) Missed targets-Failure to detect one or more'· of the S+ odors. 

(2) False responses-The dog sits when there is no S+ odor in the area. 

(3) Poor search behavior-

• Locomotor-Dog does not move around the area to be searched. 
• Sniffing-Dog moves around tl)e areas to be searched, but does not sniff at objects with which he comes 

in contact. 

There are a variety of reasons that may account for one or the other of these problems. The following is a list of some 
of the more likely causes associated with these problems, and a brief discussion of each problem as well as some clues as to 
how to deal with them when they arise. 

Perhaps the most basic rule to follow if the dog begins to perform poorly is to revert to a simpler task, and, once the 
dog is performing well, gradually make the task more difficult. If the dog begins to make errors and is allowed to continue 
in the same task, its performance wiH probably continue t.o deteriorate and a great deal of remedial work may then be 
required to recapture the dog's previous level of performance. 

A. Missed Tlrgetl 

lethe.dog fails to sit when the S+ odor is in the vicinity, the most likely reason for the failure to sit is that the odor 
has not been detected. No dog will always detect all S+ stimuli which have been planted; however, a well-trained and well
maintained dog should detect a high percentage of the S+ stimuli which have been planted. 

Entended periods of searching with no detections may result in poor performance. Therefore, a certain number of 
correct detections and rewards must be programmed into the dog's daily working sessions. There are two ways to insure 
that extended periods of searching will not go·unrewarded: (I) make the item to be detected very easy to find, and (2) make 
the plants more difficult to find, but place several of them in the area to be searched. If it is possible, placing several diffi
cult S+ plants in the area is the preferred practice. The reason "is that detecting difficult plants requires good search behav
ior and thus the dog is more likely to be rewarded for good search behavior when the S+ stimuli are relatively difficult. 

Missed targets can also result if the dog learns to rely on cues other than those of the narcotic material itself; when 
these false cues are not available, the dog fails to respond to the odor. 

B. Mlrking 

There is always the possibility that the dog will "mark" the S+ stimuli. That is, when the same S+ stimuli are reused, 
the dog may leave a sign by licking or salivating on the material which it can detect on subsequent trials, so that it may be 
responding to something other than the S+ odor itself. This will result in missed targets when new stimulus materials, to 
which the dog has not been exposed, are used. If the detection rate is approximately the same for both the old and the new 
S+ stimuli, it can be assumed that the dog is responding to the S+ odor. It is essential to replace the old S+ materials with 
new samples frequently. This will assure that the dog is responding to the S+ odor and not on the basis of a sample which 
has been marked. 

C. Following 

When several dogs are trained to'sflarc'h for the same set of samples, some dogs may learn to follow others. When an 
area is programmed for the dog to ~ear~h, it ~s most convenient to test several dogs on the same program, but this entails the 
risk of having one dog learn to follow anotne,f and, therefore, find targets that have been previously detected by another dog. 
Also, there is always the chance that the odbr of food is also present ill the vicinity of the hidden S+ after one dog has been 
rewarded there. Even if the dog is not depeillding entirely on either of these two extraneous cues, it may use either or both 
to orient to the general vicinity of where. the S+ is hidden. If it is necessary to run more than one dog on the same program, 
alternate the order in which the dogs are run. If a particular dog is run first on one session, it should be run last the next ses
sion. The S+ stimuli can be moved if the programmer is certain there will be no residual odor. For example, if the S+ is 
hidden in a box, the box could be moved to another location in the room. If a particular dog does Well when it follows 
another dog and does poorly when run first or when the position of the S+ is changed, there is a strong possibility that this 
dog is following another dog. In 'this case, steps should be taken to eliminate the opportunity to follow. 
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O. Humin Odol1 

The sensitivity of the dog to most odors makes it possible to train it to detect almost any type of odor. Dogs are 
cspel'ially sensitive to the odor of humans. It is well known that dogs can be trained to detect human odors several hours 
old. Training problems can arise because of this keen sensitivity. 

There is always the possibility that the dog is detecting the odor of the person who prepared or planted the S+ 
instead of the actual S+ odor. This is especially troublesome if the S+ odor is weak. There is no great cause for concern 
if it is the S+ odor plu~ any human odor that the dOli responds to, as this will be the case in t.lle dog's detection of contra
band. The real problem arises if the dog is respondinll to a particular human odor which is consistently associated with the 
S+ odor, that is, if the dOli is not responding to the narcotic odor, but to a specific human odor which is consistently asso
ciated with it. It is easy to check to see if the dog is responding to the narcotic odor rather than to the human odor by sim
ply having a different individual prepare and hide the S+ and S- stimulus packets. 

E. Othlr Contaminating Odol1 

The S+ samples may absorb odors of materials with which they came into contact. The contaminating odors are 
often far more potent than the actual S+ odQr, so the dog learns to respond to the contaminants and to ignore the S+ odof 
component. This shows up when the old S+ samples are replaced with new ones. Frequent replacement of old S+ samples 
will greatly reduce the opportunity for the dog to learn to respond to contaminating odors, and will reflect any such learn
ing before it can become firmly established. 

F. Hlndler Cu. 

Any behavior on the part of the handler, whether intentional or not, may affect the dog's behav'ior. Handler cues 
may well become a problem if the handler knows where the S+ is hidden in the area being searched. In other words, if the 
handler knows the conditions under which the dog is working, he may unintentionally cue him. Generally, it can be assumed 
that if the handler does not know anytl\ing about the placement of the S+ and S- stimuli, he will not cue the dog, and the 
dog will not learn to Watch the handler for cues. 

It is very important that while the dog i$ in training it only be given food under conditions specified in this manual. 
Giving food to the dog on other occasions will only tend to interfere with its search and detection behavior. I f it receives 
food indiscriminately, it will become "food bag" oriented. This tendency to orient toward the handler and bag for food is 
very undesirable. Therefore, the dog should only receive its r~ward following conditions outlined in this manual; namely, 
reward only for a correct response to the S+ odor. 

G.· FalliSit. 

This is a somewhat more complicated problem as there are a variety of conditions which may result in the dog sit
ting in the absence of an S+. When a false sit occurs, do not praise or live food to the dOli. At the time, investigate the 
reason for its false sitting, so that the necessary precautions can be taken to see that the same proplem will not recur. 

There are several factors which may cause false sits and there are. also factors which may prtrcipitate what appears to 
be a false sit but which is actually a correct response. The following discussion gives some of the most common factors 
associated with false sits. 

It is possible that the handler may do something to calise the dog to false sit. In this case, do not reward, but repeat 
the command SEARCH. In most instances, the dog will again begin to search the area until a detection is made. 

If it is clear that the handler did not prompt a false sit and the possibility of contamination or residual odor have 
been eliminated, punishment by NO or TIME OUT should be given. The removal of the dog from a setting which affords 
social contact with the handler and eliminates the opportunity for the dog to earn food is punishing the dog. This TIME 
OUT period should always be preceded by the verbal NO. The use of a TIME OUT period has much the same effect as' 
physical punishment in eliminating unwanted behaviors. but it has none of the more harmful effects associated with physi
cal punishment. Therefore, if the dog makes a false sit that was not prompted by the handler or other extraneous factors, 
say NO and immediately take the dog out of the search situation. This procedure has been found to work especially well 
in eliminating false sits. 

1. Odor Contamination 

Whenever an S+ packet is handled, some of its odor may adhere to the hands and may subsequently be trans
ferred to other objects that are handled. Such objects are said to be contalllinated with the S+ odor and may be responded 
to by the dog, especially if the S+ basa strong odor or the dog has become highly sensitive to'that S+. Since the handler 
ordinarily has no way of telling that the object is contaminated with the S+ odor, he runs a risk If he rewards the dog for 
sitting to it. Hence, every time the dog sits to a contaminated object and is not rewarded, it is actually bein~ trained to 
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ignore a very weak S+ odur, which is just the 0 osite f h 
ahcad and fl'Wards the dog be'" U' I" pp ,0 w at the handler desires. On the other hand, if the handler goes 
" . . .a se Ie suspects contamination and th 's . . , ' 
talsl' Sit will be greatly increased. L' th' ere IS no + odor present, the tendency for the dog to 

, • "or IS reason every effort should b d 'd . , 
S+ Ilr IlbJccts in the area to be searched. . , e ma e to avol unnecessary handling of either the 

2, Residual Odors 

After a particular odor has been placed' , 
might well remain ,in the area for some time Th' '. I~ a ce~taln plac~ and then removed, it should be assumed that the odor 
dosed plal'e and removed the odor that '. 'I~ IS ~e erre to as reSidual odor. After an Sf packet has been placed in a 
other porous materials m;y retain thi' r~dmallnsdln t e closed place may last for days. Certain materials such as paper or 

S h s resl ua 0 or for an extended period Be t' . I 
an + as previously been placed but d t h' • sure 0 aIr out comp etely any place where 

, 0 no assume t at reSidual odors are thereby necessarily eliminated. 

, . Residual odors can become troublesome 'f' , ., , 
II a dog responds to a residual odor thi~ is' . I II IS necessary to run repeated sessions In the same area. Remember, 
t~1!l1 spot. The main problem here is that t~e~~rrsect response and ~hould be reinforc~d just as if an S+ had been placed in 
since tlw dog might have remembered th I f no way of knOWing whether there IS actually the S+ odor present or not 
running a dog where a residual odor m e

b
P ace rom a previous run. The only good solution to this problem is to avoid ' 

ay e present. ' 

3, Odors Similar to the S+ Odor 

For any"given substance that the dog has bee t ' d 
that-to the dog-smell much like the S+ Th d h n rame t? ,detect, there probably will be several other substances 
fore. likely to react to them as S+ odors ' H~ e o~ t~S ~ot been spec~flcally trained to ignore all such odors and is, there
dog it would be punishment for a correc; nce, I T~' og were pUnished for what the handler regards as a false sit, to the 
odllrs, impairing its usefulness in detecti r~~o;:e. b IS may greatly weaken the dog's future tendency to sit to "real" S+ 
odors will increase the range of false Odo~~ to eWhic~uit s:~~t;~s~:t other hand, rewarding the dog for responding to such 

The problem is similar to that of re idu I db' " 
"false" odors will not be present. sao ors, ut IS more vexmg smce there is no way of insuring that the 

A sit to a suspected false odor should b t t d lik ' 
neither reward nor punish the dog but instead re tet:e~~A e a Sit that was accidently evoked by the handler, i.e., 
the object from the area or if thi~ is not 'bl pea e RCH command. If the dog repeats the sit response, remove 
be recorded and, if possible: the object Sh~~~~1 b:~;:t~~~i t~e dog from the situat~on. A description of the object should 
the dog should be returned to the laboratory settin and t ~ther dogs. If a parhcular substance becomes problematic, 
substance. This should be conducted just as initial ~i ,ta,ug r' to re~p?nd t? the S+ and to ignore the odor of the similar 

scnmma Ion trammg With the SUbstance in question being an S-. 

H. Poor Search Blhavior 

If the dog is not searching properly, this will ordinaril be d~ db' , 
behavior is one type of poor search behavior and f 'Iu t \f h tecte y observmg him. Slow or iII-directed locomotor 
occur together; however there are times when onea~,;t 0 Snl t ,e area is another type. Both of these components may 

~or sniffing behavior than poor locomotor behavio/wi~~Pge:~:~nli~f~~~ ~~~:i;~~omotor behavior is more often found with 

Another way to tell if the dog is searching prope I 't I . 
there are reasons other than poor search behavior Whic: y IS 0 eva ua~e the percentage of ~+ detections he makes. Although 
tion is that the dog is not searching properl)' may account or a poor S+ detechon rate, the most likely ex plana-

Whenever the dog is not searching properly , t k' 
from the working situation. Do not continue to tr~\~ ;~e mad mg a r~~son.a~le,number of detections, it should be removed 
removing the dog from the work situation altem p a, og wor m~ If It IS appa~ent that it is doing poorly. After 
steps to eliminate the problem before taki~g it ba~~ \~~e~~:ml~e ~~e p?sslb~e cause of lis p~or search behavior and take 
of poor searching; wring situation. The followmg are the most frequent causes 

(I) 

(2) 

II/nes~. If ~he dog appears to be sick, it should not be worked. However, at times the do ' 
not ~Isplay any observable signs. Poor search behavior may indicate that the dog is sick :n;arr ~e. SIC~ and yet 
medical steps should be taken immediately. ' I IS, t e proper 

~~~~n!~ thte
t 
dog becomes frig?tened or distracted, its search behavior will be inte.rrupted If it becomes 

..., ,a empt to reassure It by talking to it If the handle b " 
dog to continue to search the situation beco' . r ~c~mes aggressive or attempts to force the 

Anything originally associated with punishm:~~ ~~~:;:;l~ ~~~::~~:~~l e:!~liSh~ thr?u~h punihshment. 
leash. will increase its fear and make its search behavior even w' . man s or Jer son t e dog's . orse. 
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I f the dog becomes fearrul of somethinl in particular, the following method Is suggested to reduce the fear. 
For example, suppose that the dog is afraid of loud noises. Bring the dOl very slO'Yly to a noise source, while 
Petting it and talking gently to it. As the dOl is broulht close to the noise, give it food. Do this very Irad
ually and do not ever force the dog to move toward the noise source. 

(3) Fatigue. There will be times when the dOl will become fatigued during the training Session. It may generally 
continue to search but its e.fficlency will be Impaired. This will most likely r~sult In the dog's walkinl around 
the room but failing to sniff and failing to bring Its nose close to object~. If signs of fatigue are noted, give 
the dog a short rest and then resume the training session. For extended search periods, have water available 
for the dog. A single search session should not exceed 1 hr, and should not be continued this long if the dog 
shows signs of fatigue. . 

f / 

The best Procedure of al1 is to avoid leaving the dog in the working situation lonl enough for its behavior to 
be adversely affected. For extended search periods, this means allowing the dog short rest periods and access 
to water periodlcal1Y before any signs of fatigue, thirst, or poor searching are shown. 
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DATA SHEETS . INITIAL OLFACTORY TRAINING 

Experiment: _____ SCHEDULE: ASSOCIATION OF S+ WITH REWARD 
Trainer (5): _____ _ 

Dato (5): _____ _ 
Dog: 

Notes: 

Ratio S+ S-

+ + + + + 

I - I + + + + 

1-2 + + + 

I - J + + 

+ 

I - 4 + 

+ 

I - 5 + 

+ + 

6 + 

Data Sheet No, 1 
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bPeriment: ____ ..,.-_____________________ =============== l'ls): 

Date(s), __ ..--_____________ . "Time(s): _________ -----:----
Notes: 

Ratio S+ • S-l~ontinued) 

DATA SHEET -SIXoCHOICE DISCRIMINATION TRAINING 

Six·choice Discrimination Training: Hex: 1/16" hole 
DOll: __________ -'-_", ___ _ 

Date' 
Handler: -------_ Programmer: _______ _ -_. '---. 

I· b + 

-----,----t--r-" f--,L--J---+-~_+_-t--_t__t-I-
Tnal No, Location S+ S- S- S- S- S-

I 4 .. +1 
~ 7 0 - +4 
3 9 + - - - - -

+ -, 

4 6 + - - - - -5 

• ' .. oar sear~n DenavlOr,f cueo} I - - - - • can tinued ~oor search . 
Removed rom room. b 9 + - - - -

+ -7 12 + - -
8 

. -' .. 
q 

1·,1:1 + -' 10 --, 
II 

+ -
- I~ 

13 

14 

15 
1-9 + 

16 

17 

+ + 18 

19 . 
~O 

+ 

+ NOTES: 

--

= , 
, 0, 

:a I 

I 

t ) 

Dala Sheet No, 1 
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DATA SHEET-ROOM SEARCH 

ROOM.sEARCH ___ PLACE: ______________ _ 

I.)UIl· Handler: _______ _ Programmer: _____ _ 
Dale; ______________ _ Tlmo(s): • _________ --.---__ _ 

-..-,-- _ .. _-- _ .- .-'--r--
(\md. Hell· MJ Hash s- Time/Sec. 

Trial RUIlIll 

I 'I +Hex + 17 

~ 8 27 APPENDIX B 

.\ 7 +MJ + 15 MAINTENANCE OF HEROIN AND COCAINE 
-I 6 +MJ ... 25 

S Toi - + 45 

b 5 Hash + IS 
*Handler cued the dog 10 sil. 

-, 

7 4 " *+ 2S 

8 3 +MJ + 27 

9 ~ - 22 

10 I - 35 
u .. *DOII dir~cled 10 location of 

11 10 +MJ + * 40 S+ afler handler indica led Ihe 
room had been thorous/lly --

I ~ II - 31 searched. . 

, 
o 

_ .... 

Data Sheel No. I 

.. 

., 
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APPENDIX B. MAINTENANCE OF HEROIN AND COCAINE 

BUlh h~ruin and l'lll:aine ar~ extremely sensitive to moisture and. when exposed 10 the atmosphere for only a short 
p~rI\\lIllf !illll', will very ljukkly absorb ambitmt moisture. This process of hydrolysis causes a definite and discernible 
dlan!!l' in Ihe mlm pmtiles III' buth these narcotics. Inasmuch as both of these drugs deteriorate through hydrolysis. it is 
assumed Ihat persons dcaling in the~e agents would take measures to insure that they would not be exposed to moisture. 
In mder III lrain dugs II) respund to heroin and not to chemical radicals produced when moisture decomposes heroin. the 
training aids I1Il1st b~ mllisture proofed. These controls apply to both the stock sample and to the training aids. 

The fulluwing is a stell by step procedure which can be. used to insure proper control of the odor profiles of heroin 

and !:ocaine. The materials needed are listed below: 

Material Source Price 

1. Desiccator, Sleeve Top, Pyrex Ct:rtin Scientilic $27.27 ea. 

brand glass. #076-653 160 !Dmm 357 Hamburg Turnpike 
Wayne. N.J. 07470 
Phone 201/278-3300 

2. Desiccator Pia tes. Porcelain Curtin 5.21 ea. 

Coors Serial 600 without feet 
Size 3 to tit 160 !Dmm Desiccator 

3. Gus washing bottle, with fritted Curtin 2L57 ea. 

cylinder. pyrex brand glass 
Serial 31 770 Series 124-07 3 
Cat. #124-115,500 ml 

4. Stopcock grease, Lubriseal curtin .75 

#218-651 (tube) 
Items 1-4 Curtin Scientitic 
Item II 

5. Tenon lubing Penntube Plastics Co. 

1/32 Flexible Penn tube Clifton Heights. Pa. 

6. Rubber stoppers Supelco Inc. 

62-0409 Bellefonte, Pa. 

7. Heat seal plastic bags 
(freezer Iype) 4 X 2 X 8 in. 

8. Nitrogen cyl. (Nitrogen gas 
medical grade-dry) 

9. Nitrogen regula tor 
2-stage 

lO. Sliding powder boxes Lone Star Vet Supply 6.00 carton 

HL372800 2909 Shamrock 
P.O. Box 9646 
Fort Worth, Textl,s 

11. Drierite, Indicating SWIC Scientific Labware Inc. 

8 mesh (blue) 1071' Fratt Rd. 
San Antonio, Texas 

All narc.otics must be kept in a safe place and the laws are very strict in their control even for experimental and other 
useful purposes. The legal aspects of obtaining and keeping narcotics for the purpose of training dogs will not be covered in 

this manual. 

The following is the procedure to be used in cleaning bulk heroin or cocaine of extraneous odors. moisture. or other 
contaminants not consistently associated with these narcotic agents. Failure to take these or similar precautions may well 
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I,'sull in ,Ilill~ trainl'd til Iil!lc('t SlIml' l'xtnlOl'OUS odor cmnponent other than that of the narcotic, These rather involved 
pll,,'aulillns ,If\' app1i('ahll' loll and (' hut Ilrl! nut necessary when working with MJ, Hash, or O. 

Any lIuanlily 111'11 whit-It will hl' designated for use in training the dog will necessarily have some odor configurations 
PI'l'Uholr fllr Ihal parlil'ular Sllmpll!, II should be reiterated that the dog wUllearn to respond to whichever odor(8) that are 
strlln~I'sl in thl! Slllllpll' with whll'h it ,'oml1S into l~ontact. Thereftlre, if a particular batch of H has some unknown odor com-
1"'Ill'nl wlnl'!l is as stllln~ or stllln~l!r Ihan II assol'iated with it, the dog will actually learn to respond to the extraneous odor 
,11111 ma) wry Iikl!ly fail It, Il'SIIlIlIlI In a quantity of H if this extraneous odor is absent, It should be noted here again that 
hl'min In its plIfe lorlll has Vl1r~' hllie odnr and most other substances will have a stronger odor. 

Th,' S"I'I1I\II I'achlr Wllll'li makes it neccilsary to clean up the II is that there will most likely have been some deterior
atlllllllt' the II whll'h will be llsed in training. II will deteriorate a certain amount even if it is fairly well sealed. The amount 
III' del'nmpusitinn is a IlInl'tion of age and huw well it is sealed. The sample you are likely to have may be quite old and 
therefor" have u high quantity III' acetk odor associated with it, Acetic odors even in very minute concentrations are more 
odnrnus Ihun pllre II. For Ihese two reasons, it is necessary to "clean up" the H which is intended to be used in training, 
This can be dnne quite quickly and efficiently with the equipment described earlier, The following is a step by step method 
1'111 athieving this gnal: 

ii I 

{I) Removc the H from its original tontainer and place the contents into the gas washing bottle, 

en Attach rubber bands to the "ears" on both sides of the wash bottle. This assures that the top portion fits 
snugly to the bottle portion. 

{J) Atlach \Jne end of the teflon tubing to the wash bottle by means of the tubular glass extension which is in the 
I'enter and ,'nnnects directly to the stone at the end of the glass tube located inside and toward the base of the 

hot tic. Attach the other end of Ihe teflon tubing to the nitrogen cylinder (this should be medical grade dry 

nitrogen gas) by way of the flow regulator valve. 

{4) Once this hook-up has been made and all connections fit firmly, open the flow regulator valve to a flow rate of 
I(kc/min. This will allow dry nitrogen gas to pass from the nitrogen cylinder into the wash bottle by way of 
the stone. This action will purge and remove any moisture or extraneous odors from the H, 

(5) The amount of time required to thoroughly purge the H will depend upon several factors such as the Quantity 
uf H in the bottle, the amount of acetic odor present which must be removed, and the nitrogen flow rate. You 
may use this rule of thumb in determining when to consider the stock sample adequately cleaned, 

Initially, as the nitrogen is passed through the bottle you will most likely be able to detect an acetic odor at the l 
exhaust stem. Continue to check until there is no longer a discernible odor; then allow the nitrogen flow to ~ 
continue for about 1 hr before packaging the training samples. 
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A .... ENDIX C. PREPARING AND MAINTAINING SAMPLES 

Once the stock quantity of H has been cleaned, individual samples which will be used to train the dogs should be 
prepared. The materials whkh will be needed are: 

(I) A quantity of plastil' bags (freezer type). The larger the variety of these bags the better. 

(2) A device used tn heat seal plastic bags. This item can be purchased at any large department store at a nomi· 
nall'ost. 

(3) A sterile stainll'ss steel spatula which will be used to measure out the H samples. 

(4) Several small pastehoard hoxes suitable for storing the samples. 

(5) Desk-catm, sleeve top. pyrex brand glass. 

(6) Desh:l~tor plato:, purl'elain without feet, to fit the desiccator. 

(7) Drierite. 

(8) Glassine paper. • 
(9) Small vacuum pump. 

Prior to making the S+ samples identical S- samples should be made. These samples should be identical to the 
S+ samples except for the absence of the drug. The S- samples should be made up prior to making the S+ samples. They 
should be of the same material, made by the ~m!l person, and made i'n an area other than where the S+ materials are 
stored or otherwise worked with. These precautions eliminate the possibility of unwanted contamination of the control 
samples. 

In preparing the S+ samples, the first step is to determine the number of samples which are needed and the quantity 
of drug in each sample. Glassine paper is placed on a scale and the desired quantity is removed from the stock bottle with 
the sterile spatula and put into the plastic freezer bags. The plastic bag is then heat sealed to insure that a minimum of hu
midity and other contaminates will become associated with the heroin. 'These S+ samples should be placed in appropriately 
sized pasteboard boxes for storage and transfer. 

The following is a description of how the S+ samples should be stored when not in use: S+ samples will be stored 
in a large desiccator. A generous quantity of (lrierite should be placed in the bottom of the desiccator jar and the porce
lain plate placed in position. Drierite changes color after it absorbs rr.oisture and therefore should be replaced when this 
occurs. The samples can be stored inside the pasteboard boxes or removed from the boxes and stored in the plastic bags, 
The desicca tor in which the samples are stored should be vacuumed off and then purged with dry nitrogen after the sam
ples have been placed inside. 

A tube leading from the vacuum pump should be connected to the intake sleeve. The desiccator should be vacuumed 
and the sleeve rotated to maintain the vacuum. The tube from the nitrogen cylinder should then be connected to the sleeve 
arm, the sleeve arm is then rotated back to the position which allows gas flow back into the dessicator. Nitrogen gas flow 
should be continued until the desiccator has reached equilibrium. The sleeve should again be rotated so as to exclude out-
side air from entering the desiccator. ' 
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13. ABSTRACT 

The abuse of hard narcotics (heroin and cocaine) has risen sharply in recent 
years, and coping with this problem has become an important responsibility' 
of law enforcement agencies. In order to assist these agencies in ad'equately 
carrying out this increasingly important responsibility,methods have been 
developed for the training and use of narcotic detector dogs. 

Considering these advantages it is obvious that a good detector dog and a 
well trained handler can sdarch for narcotics rapidly and efficiently. A 
detector dog can be a valuable asset in narcotic' detectnr work and this manual 
is designed to describe, in a step by step fashion, how to train dogs to 
effectively search out and respond to hard narcotiCS. 
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